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  Grade                                      Unit 1 - Exam Sample                     Name:                              

                                                                  2021-2022                               Total Mark:400  

                                                                        ( A )                                    
 B- Read the following text and do the tasks below: 

 

One day, an unemployed man went to apply for a job 

with Microsoft as a cleaner. The manager asked the 

man for his email address to send him the application 

form, but the man didn‟t have one. So the manager 

told him that he couldn‟t be employed. The man 

looked at the last £10 in his wallet and thought of 

buying tomatoes in bulk. Within less than 2 hours, he 

sold all the tomatoes at 100% profit. Repeating the 

process several times, in a short period he bought a 

cart to transport several dozen boxes of tomatoes. By 

the end of the second year, he became the owner of a 

fleet of trucks and the manager of a staff of a hundred 

former unemployed people, all selling tomatoes. This 

man proved that even with the lack of technology, 

with determination and the required skills one can 

make a difference. 

 

Write true T or false F: (50 marks) 

 

6. An employed man went to his job in Microsoft as a  

    cleaner.   (        ) 

 

7. The manager employed the man although he didn‟t  

     have an email.   (        ) 

 

8. The man thought of buying a large quantity of  

    tomatoes in a wholesale price.   (        ) 

 

9. In no time, the man bought a cart to transport  

    tomatoes.   (        ) 

 

10. You can make a difference with determination  

       and the required skills.   (        ) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

\ 

 

 

A-Read the following text and do the tasks below: 

(50 marks) 

Hana Al-Hroub was a poorly paid teacher in the 

West Bank. Then she won the $1 million Global 

Teacher Prize. The committee praised Mrs. Al-

Hroub‟s “play and learn” method, which she still 

employs. Besides her clown outfit, Mrs. Al-Hroub 

uses balloons, hula-hoops, toy cars and puppets to 

explain her lessons. Her aim is to make the 

classroom a calm and fun place where children can 

forget about the struggles of daily life, and open their 

minds. ”We play first, and when we play we learn,” 

she said. “The kids don‟t even realise they are 

learning.” Mrs. Al-Hroub plans to establish her own 

foundation and use some of her winnings to train 

other teachers to follow her approach. 

 

 Choose the right answer (a ,b, or c )to complete 

the following :  

1. The committee ………… Mrs. Al-Hroub‟s “play  

    and learn” method. 

      a- hated                                b- disliked 

      c- admired                           d- disapproved 

2. Mrs. Al-Hroub‟s goal is to make children forget  

    about the ………… of daily life. 

      a- difficulties                        b- pleasure  

      c- free time                           d- happiness  

3. “The kids don‟t even ………. they are learning.” 

      a- dream                               b- plan   

      c- exercise                            d- know 

4. “a set of clothes that you wear together”: 

      a- praised                             b- outfit 

      c- employ                             d- struggles  

5. “to make use of something”:  

      a- employ                             b- struggles 

      c- praised                            d- committee  
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25. His ………………. against cancer lasted for two 

years. 

    a)- friendship                        b)- struggle                            

    c)- kindness                           d)- beauty 

26. The sun‟s light …………… from one direction, 

and it always lights up one half of the moon. 

    a)- is coming                          b)- comes                       

    c)- come                                 d)- came 

27. Let me have …………. email address, so that I 

can send you a form. 

    a)- your                                  b)- yours                    

    c)- you                                    d)- my 

28. The word “calm” has the vowel: 

    a)- /e/                                       b)- /æ/                                        

    c)- /a:/                                      d)- /ʌ/ 

29. The short vowel /æ/ is in the word: 

    a)- ant                                     b)- jar                                     

    c)- car                                      d)- class 

30. The long vowel /a:/ is in the word: 

     a)- palm                                  b)- glad                                   

     c)- bag                                    d)- van 

D- Ask about the underlined words in each 

sentence: (40 marks) 

31. A: ……..……………………………………….? 

      B: I‟m looking for my pen under the table. 

32. A: ……….……………………………………..? 

      B: When she goes to Homs, she stays at her  

           uncle‟s house. 

33. A: ………………….…………………………..? 

      B: He wakes up at 7oc‟clock on weekdays. 

34. A: ………………….…………………………..? 

      B: Yes, I often visit my relatives on holidays. 

 E- Find the mistake in each sentence: (20 marks) 

35. Are they have a good time? 

       A     B      C           D 

 36. Does you often visit your relatives? 

         A      B              C           D 

 37. Thomas has passed an behaviour test. 

                      A      B      C           D 

 38. Where is the children? They are playing tennis. 

           A     B                         C          D 

 F- Write a (50) word composition about the 

following topic: ( 40 marks) 

Write a paragraph about a job you would like to 

have in the future and how it will make a 

difference to your life and to other‟s lives. 

 

 

Good Luck 

C- Choose the correct answer: (200 marks) 

11. Parents often …………… the focus on play. 

    a)- refuse                              b)- refuses                  

    c)- refused                            d)- are refusing 

12. I‟m busy, I ……….. my homework at the 

moment. 

    a)- am doing                         b)- do                           

    c)- did                                    d)- does 

13. She pays for the balloons with …………. own 

money. 

    a)- she                                    b)- her                           

    c)- hers                                  d)- him 

14. The man said that he had ………… computer or 

email address. 

    a)- yes                                    b)- new                        

    c)- no                                     d)- now 

15. Every morning she ………….. up early and gets 

ready for work. 

    a)- is waking                         b)- woke                          

    c)- wakes                               d)- woken 

16. I was ................... when my nine-month brother 

could walk. 

    a)- astonishing                      b)- astonished                       

    c)- astonish                           d)- astonishment 

17. We ………….. our cousins next week. 

    a)- are visiting                       b)- visited                        

    c)- visit                                   d)- visits 

18. That means that you virtually …………. exist. 

    a)- don‟t                                  b)- doesn‟t                   

    c)- isn‟t                                   d)- aren‟t 

19. She is fit because she always ……………… as 

an exercise. 

    a)- runs                                    b)- ran                             

    c)- is running                           d)- run 

20. An act of …………. caused the window to be 

broken. 

    a)- violence                              b)- peace                               

    c)- relaxation                           d)- modesty 

21. Planning for the future of ………….. wife and 

children, he decided to buy life insurance. 

    a)- his                                       b)- he                           

    c)- him                                     d)- her 

22. They are not ………..  nowadays. 

    a)- works                                  b)- work                          

    c)- working                              d)- worked 

23. Her eight-year-old pupils may not even 

………….. an exercise book. 

    a)- seeing                                   b)- see                        

    c)- sees                                       d)- saw 

24. It is worth …………… that Mrs. Al-Hroub‟s 

dream was to be a doctor. 

    a)- mentioned                             b)- mention               

    c)- mentioning                            d)- mentions 
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                                                                 2021-2022                                 Total Mark:400  

 Answer Key                                                ( A )                                      Time:1.30  

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

 

A-Read the following text and do the tasks below: 

Choose the right answer (a ,b, or c )to complete the following : (50 marks) 

1- c) admired 2- a) difficulties 3- d) know 4- b) outfit 5- a) employ 

                                                                   

B- Read the following text and do the tasks below: (50 marks) 

6-) F 7-) F 8-) T 9-) T 10-) T 

         

C- Choose the correct answer: (200 marks) 

11- a)- refuse 12- a)- am doing 13- b)- her                           14- c)- no 15- c)- wakes 

16- b)- astonished                       17- a)- are visiting 18- a)- don‟t 19- a)- runs 20- a)- violence 

21- a)- his 22- c)- working 23- b)- see                        24- c)- mentioning 25- b)- struggle                            

26- b)- comes                       27- a)- your 28- c)- /a:/ 29- a)- ant 30- a)- palm 

                         

D- Ask about the underlined words in each sentence: (40 marks) 

31- What are you doing \ looking for under the table? 

32- Where does she stay when she goes to Homs? 

33- What time \ When does he wake up on weekdays? 

34- Do you often visit your relatives on holidays? 

 

E- Find the mistake in each sentence: (20 marks) 

35- C)- have → having 36- A)- Does → Do 

37- C)- an → a 38- B)- is → are 

 

 
F- Write a (50) word composition about the following topic: ( 40 marks) 

   Students‟ own answer. 
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                                                                        ( A )                                                                
B- Read the following text and do the tasks below: 

 

On March 27, 2013, John Sweeney, a plumper from 

Ireland, started a Facebook page called Suspended 

Coffee. His message was simple: Buy a cup of coffee 

for a stranger, because an act of kindness can change 

a life and make a difference. Suspended coffee 

customers buy coffee, they also pay in advance for a 

cup to be given to somebody who couldn‟t afford it. 

You can buy it for anyone in need. It can be for the 

homeless person you pass by every day on the street, 

a stressed student in the middle of exams, a mother of 

children who can‟t afford coffee. It may be a well-

dressed man whom you may not think from his 

appearance that he‟s in need but he may be in his 

third month of job hunting. It‟s not up to us to judge - 

if someone asks, then they‟re in need - no CV 

required. 

 

Write true T or false F: (50 marks) 

 

6. Buy a cup of coffee for a ranger because an act of  

    kindness can make a difference.   (        ) 

 

7. The idea of “suspended coffee” is to pay in  

    advance for a cup coffee to someone who don‟t  

    have enough money to buy it.   (        ) 

 

8. You can sell a cup of coffee to anyone in need.        

    (        ) 

 

9. The coffee can be for a person living on the street  

     with no home.   (        ) 

 

10. It‟s up to us to judge if someone asks, then they  

      are in need.   (        ) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A-Read the following text and do the tasks below: 

(50 marks) 

Light initiative started with two people and now it 

includes more than 350 volunteers. They voluntarily 

record school and college books for the benefit of 

the visually impaired people. They started recording 

the books of the 9
th

 and the 12
th

 grades; they also 

record university books and references. Their aim is 

to meet the visually impaired people‟s actual needs. 

They use a Facebook page and a You Tube channel. 

On Facebook page they announce that they finished 

this book or this curriculum, and they use the You 

Tube channel to publish the recordings. These 

records are saved in mp3 format. Their services are 

absolutely free. It doesn‟t cost the visually impaired 

person anything. The target of Light Initiative is to 

bring some light into the visually impaired people‟s 

lives. 

  

Choose the right answer (a ,b, or c )to complete 

the following :  

1. Light initiative records school and college books  

    so visually impaired people can ……………….       

      a- sell them                              b- rewrite them 

      c- use them                              d- eat them 

2. Their ………. is to give visually impaired people  

     what they really want.  

      a- goal                                      b- voluntarily   

      c- planning                               d- identity   

3. The visually impaired person doesn‟t have to  

    ……….. for the services of Light initiative.  

      a- pay taxes                              b- pay money  

      c- pay attention                        d- pay a fine    

4. “people with sight problems”: 

      a- references                             b- initiative 

      c- visually impaired                d- announce  

5. “curriculum” means:  

      a- syllabus                                b- articles 

      c- art books                             d- information  
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25. She ……………………… the cat yet.  

    a)- hasn‟t fed                        b)- has feed                           

    c)- haven‟t fed                      d)- had fed 

26. I haven‟t …………… to Paris before. 

    a)- goes                                   b)- been              

    c)- went                                  d)- want 

27. He ………………… here for two months. 

    a)- is working                         b)- was working 

    c)- has worked                        d)- works 

28. I am not hungry. I have already ………….  

    a)- eaten                                   b)- ate 

    c)- eats                                      d)- eating 

29. Preparing for your exams is ……………... 

    a)- excited                                  b)- stressed                           

    c)- stressing                               d)- depressed 

30. We ……………….. her since she arrived to our 

city. 

     a)- are knowing                        b)- have knew               

     c)- know                                    d)- have known 

D- Ask about the underlined words in each 

sentence: (40 marks) 

31. A: ……..……………………………………….? 

      B: She is working on a new project. 

32. A: ……….……………………………………..? 

      B: He has returned from Europe. 

33. A: ………………….…………………………..? 

      B: Maya has passed the test since 2019. 

34. A: ………………….…………………………..? 

      B: Yes, I have read some interesting books. 

 E- Find the mistake in each sentence: (20 marks) 

35. Sima thought of a idea of saving paper. 

         A          B            C               D 

 36. Sima suggest to tell her neighbours about her idea. 
                      A                      B                   C        D 

 37. Mr. Smith have been a teacher for nine years. 

                          A      B         C                 D 

 38. He has worked here for two month. 

       A           B          C                 D 

 F- Write a (50) word composition about the 

following topic: ( 40 marks) 

Write a paragraph about a personal initiative you 

had launch to help your community. 

 

 

Good Luck 

C- Choose the correct answer: (200 marks) 

11. She‟s very experienced now. She ………………. 

a volunteer for two years. 

    a)- has been                          b)- hasn‟t been 

    c)- haven‟t been                   d)- have been  

12. I haven‟t ……………… sushi. 

    a)- am trying                        b)- try               

    c)- tries                                 d)- tried 

13. Light Initiative is …………… to bring some 

light into the visually impaired people‟s lives. 

    a)- tried                                 b)- tries                     

    c)- try                                    d)- trying 

14. Have you ……………. your homework? 

    a)- did                                    b)- do               

    c)- done                                  d)- does 

15. We ……………………. for our holiday yet. 

    a)- haven‟t planned               b)- haven‟t plan 

    c)- has planned                      d)- had planned 

16. This party was done for the ……………. of the 

poor. 

    a)- misuse                               b)- frustration                           

    c)- benefit                               d)- worry 

17. A lift was put to meet the disabled …………. 

    a)- needs                                  b)- wants                           

    c)- hobbies                               d)- dreams 

18. I ……………… in this city since last year. 

    a)- am                                       b)- has been               

    c)- have been                           d)- were 

19. Suspended Coffee Day started to ………. 

celebrated each December. 

    a)- been                                    b)- be                            

    c)- being                                   d)- is 

20. I haven‟t heard anything from her ……….. a 

long time. 

    a)- since                                    b)- just                               

    c)- for                                       d)- yet 

21. Thomas ………….. the driving test. 

    a)- have passed                         b)- hasn‟t pass 

    c)- has passed                           d)- has passes 

22. Some people in Africa do not have …………… 

to safe drinking water. 

    a)- accessing                              b)- desire                           

    c)- glass                                     d)- access 

23. She …………. just arrived. 

    a)- hasn‟t                                   b)- has              

    c)- haven‟t                                 d)- have 

24. ……….. Amer bought a car yet? 

    a)- Has                                       b)- Have 

    c)- Does                                       d)- Is 
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                                                                 2021-2022                                 Total Mark:400  

 Answer Key                                                ( A )                                      Time:1.30  

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

 

A-Read the following text and do the tasks below: 

Choose the right answer (a ,b, or c )to complete the following : (50 marks) 

1- c) use them 2- a) goal 3- b) pay money 4- c) visually impaired 5- a) syllabus 

                                                                   

B- Read the following text and do the tasks below: (50 marks) 

6-) F 7-) T 8-) F 9-) T 10-) F 

         

C- Choose the correct answer: (200 marks) 

11- a)- has been 12- d)- tried 13- d)- trying 14- c)- done 15- a)- haven‟t planned 

16- c)- benefit 17- a)- needs 18- c)- have been 19- b)- be                            20- c)- for 

21- c)- has passed 22- d)- access 23- b)- has              24- a)- Has 25- a)- hasn‟t fed 

26- b)- been              27- c)- has worked 28- a)- eaten 29- c)- stressing 30- d)- have known 

                         

D- Ask about the underlined words in each sentence: (40 marks) 

31- What is she doing? \ What is she working on? 

32- Where has he returned from? 

33- When has Maya passed the test? 

34- Have you read some interesting books? 

 

E- Find the mistake in each sentence: (20 marks) 

35- C)- a idea → an idea 36- A)- suggest → suggests 

37- A)- have → has 38- D)- two month → two moths 

 

 
F- Write a (50) word composition about the following topic: ( 40 marks) 

   Students‟ own answer. 
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9
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  Grade                                    Unit 3 - Exam Sample                      Name:                              

                                                                  2021-2022                               Total Mark:400  

                                                                        ( A )                                                         
 B- Read the following text and do the tasks below: 

 

Someday people will live in space. By the end of this 

century, there will be a permanent settlements that 

will allow people to lead a normal life in space. In 

some way, living on the moon will be easier than 

living on a space station and it will be cheaper 

because people won‟t bring everything from the Earth 

by rockets. The space city will be like a gigantic glass 

wheel that will contain buildings and factories. Inside 

it, people won‟t live differently from small towns on 

the Earth. It will have air so that inhabitants can 

breathe and they won‟t need to wear special 

spacesuits inside the buildings. Scientists also believe 

that they will obtain water from a large ice lake on the 

moon. Life on the moon will be just the beginning. 

 

Write true T or false F: (50 marks) 

 

6. By the end of the last century, there will be  

    permanent settlements for people to live in space. 

   (        ) 

 

7. Living on the moon will be inexpensive because  

    people won‟t bring everything from the Earth by  

    rockets.   (        ) 

 

8. The space city will be huge and it will contain  

     buildings.   (        ) 

 

9. Inside the space city, people will live a similar life  

    to the life on the Earth.   (        ) 

 

10. Scientists won‟t get water from a large ice lake on  

       the moon.   (        ) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A-Read the following text and do the tasks below: 

(50 marks) 

Life in the future will be very different. Futurologists 

predict that life will probably be very different in all 

the fields of activity. I think that in the future we‟ll 

have more comfortable life. This will be obvious in 

all aspects of life. As for housing problems will end. 

People will build houses everywhere. So everyone 

will have a place to live in. On the other hand, 

hunger will stop all over the world. People will grow 

new types of crops everywhere even on the roofs of 

buildings. Finally, world peace is going to spread 

because the world will have nothing to fight for. 

Everyone will have education, health, home and 

food. So everyone will be happier and love will be 

everywhere. 

  

 

Choose the right answer (a ,b, or c )to complete 

the following :  

1. In my opinion, life will be comfortable and that  

    will be obvious in ………….. of life. 

      a- some aspects                  b- a few areas  

      c- all fields                          d- much aspects 

2. In the future, there will be a house for ……….. to  

    live in. 

      a- everywhere                     b- everybody 

      c- no one                             d- somebody 

3. In the future, peace is going to ……….. all the  

    countries around the world. 

      a- reach                               b- leave  

      c- miss                                 d- hide    

4. “plants grown by farmers as food”: 

      a- aspects                             b- hunger 

      c- housing                           d- crops  

5. „Futurologists‟ means: 

      a- people who explain the future 

      b- people who make cakes 

      c- people forecast the future 

      d- people who teach lessons 
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24. They will use the knowledge to plan expeditions 

to Mars, Mercury ……… Pluto. 

    a)- as                                       b)- so                              

    c)- and                                    d)- then 

25. Life in the future will …………. very different. 

    a)- been                                    b)- be                        

    c)- being                                   d)- was 

26. The world population …………….. be more than 

nine billion people. 

    a)- be going to                          b)- will                    

    c)- are going                             d)- would 

27. You will need to …………. permission from the 

teacher if you want to leave the class. 

    a)- obtain                                   b)- obtained                      

    c)- obtaining                              d)- obtains 

28. The sound of /e/ is in the verb: 

    a)- heal                                       b)- feel 

    c)- read                                       d)- met 

29. The word “evil” has the sound: 

    a)- /e/                                           b)- /ŋ/ 

    c)- /i:/                                           d)- /ᴧ/ 

30. The sound of /i:/ is in the verb: 

     a)- deal                                       b)- lend               

     c)- tell                                        d)- end 

D- Ask about the underlined words in each 

sentence: (40 marks) 

31. A: ……..……………………………………….? 

      B: People will live on the moon by the end of this  

          century. 

32. A: ……….……………………………………..? 

      B: Yes, people will live longer in the future. 

33. A: ………………….…………………………..? 

      B: In the future, scientists are going to find cure  

           for many diseases like Aids. 

34. A: ………………….…………………………..? 

      B: The weather will be dreadful tomorrow. 

 E- Find the mistake in each sentence: (20 marks) 

35. Malik‟s goal for the future is to become a architect. 

              A                  B                 C               D 

 36. It is a heavy box. I will lift her for you. 

                       A                 B      C          D 

 37. It is freeze today. It is going to snow soon. 

              A                             B           C      D 

 38. His father suffer from a heart disease. 

           A             B       C             D 

 F- Write a (50) word composition about the 

following topic: ( 40 marks) 

Write a paragraph about a your future house. 

 

Good Luck 

C- Choose the correct answer: (200 marks) 

11. I think in that life in the future ………….. be 

easy and comfortable. 

    a)- be going to                      b)- will                     

    c)- does                                 d)- are going 

12. In the future, people …………. live peacefully. 

    a)- are going                         b)- will 

    c)- be going to                       d)- are doing 

13. Hundreds of astronauts …………… going to 

work and live in the space station. 

    a)- is                                       b)- be                             

    c)- are                                    d)- was 

14. Robots will help doctors and sometimes replace 

…………….. 

    a)- they                                   b)- their                        

    c)- them                                  d)- us 

15. New medicines will help people ………….. 

better. 

    a)- gotten                                 b)- get 

    c)- got                                      d)- gets 

16. Do you want to go with us next Saturday? We 

………………… a football match. 

    a)- were attending                  b)- attended          

    c)- attends                         d)- are going to attend 

17. People won‟t have ……….. do house work 

because robots will do it for them. 

    a)- been                                   b)- at                              

    c)- of                                        d)- to 

18. Some people ………….. imagined that life will 

be so easy and relaxing. 

    a)- had                                     b)- has                      

    c)- have                                   d)- he 

19. Our goal is to …………… a new research center 

in our city. 

    a)- establishing                        b)- establishment             

    c)- establish                              d)- established 

20. Doctors gave Hani oxygen to help him 

…………..  

    a)- die                                       b)- breath                         

    c)- sleep                                    d)- breathe 

21. Instead of food, they will take a pill three 

…………. a day.   

    a)- nines                                    b)- mines                         

    c)- lines                                     d)- times 

22. I ……………… that heavy box for you. 

    a)- will lift                                 b)- am lifting 

    c)- lift                                       d)- am going to lift 

23. Tonight we …………………. a birthday party 

for our mother. 

    a)- will have                        b)- are going to have                  

    c)- won‟t have                     d)- are going to had 
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9
th

  Grade                                      Unit 3 - Exam Sample                        Name:                              

                                                                 2021-2022                                 Total Mark:400  

 Answer Key                                                ( A )                                      Time:1.30  

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

 

A-Read the following text and do the tasks below: 

Choose the right answer (a ,b, or c )to complete the following : (50 marks) 

1- c) all fields 2- b) everybody 3- a) reach 4- d) crops 5- c) people forecast the future 

                                                                   

B- Read the following text and do the tasks below: (50 marks) 

6-) F 7-) T 8-) T 9-) T 10-) F 

         

C- Choose the correct answer: (200 marks) 

11- b)- will   12- b)- will 13- c)- are 14- c)- them 15- b)- get 

16- d)- are going to attend 17- d)- to 18- c)- have 19- c)- establish 20- d)- breathe 

21- d)- times 22- a)- will lift 23- b)- are going to have                  24- c)- and 25- b)- be 

26- b)- will                    27- a)- obtain 28- d)- met 29- c)- /i:/ 30- a)- deal 

                         

D- Ask about the underlined words in each sentence: (40 marks) 

31- When will people live on the moon? 

32- Will people live longer in the future? 

33- What are scientists going to find in the future? 

34- How will the weather be tomorrow? 

 

E- Find the mistake in each sentence: (20 marks) 

35- D)- a architect → an architect 36- C)- her → it 

37- A)- It is freeze → It is freezing 38- B)- suffer → suffers 

 

 
F- Write a (50) word composition about the following topic: ( 40 marks) 

   Students‟ own answer. 
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th

  Grade                                    Unit 4 - Exam Sample                      Name:                              

                                                                  2021-2022                               Total Mark:400  

                                                                        ( A )                                                                                                                     
B- Read the following text and do the tasks below: 

 

When we think about the future, we tend to assume 

that most things will stay the same. We are 

experiencing a technological progress every month 

now. The world is changing and the changes are very 

dramatic. Some recent researches have suggested that 

we need to think about the way we imagine future 

cities, and to focus on some forms of alternative 

energy such as solar power, which leads to 

environmental sustainability. We may want our future 

cities to prioritize environmental renewal. We need to 

prevent environmental degradation and stop the 

expansion of deserts. Future cities can collect water 

and use solar power to irrigate the dry land. 

Imagining these cities helps us understand how we 

want our future lives and tomorrow‟s world to look 

like.  

 

Write true T or false F: (50 marks) 

 

6. We tend to believe that most things will stay the  

     same in the future.   (        ) 

 

7. The changes in our world are very small.   (        ) 

 

8. Solar power will damage the environment.   (        ) 

 

9. We need to stop environmental degradation and let  

     the deserts spread widely.   (        ) 

 

10. Future cities can use solar power to water the dry  

       lands.   (        ) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A-Read the following text and do the tasks below: 

(50 marks) 

Some people think that autonomous vehicles will 

cause many problems that need to be solved before 

they are allowed to become a part of our daily lives. 

For example, driverless cars will increase 

unemployment. Thousands of drivers will lose their 

jobs if (they) are allowed to take over the roads. 

Another example, governments and cities will lose 

much money from parking, speeding fines and petrol 

taxes. And insurance companies will lose more than 

fifty percent of their income from car insurance. In 

conclusion, it is possible that autonomous vehicles 

will not benefit society if they are introduced too 

quickly. They may cause social chaos through 

unemployment, financial loss and lack of planning. 

  

 

Choose the right answer (a ,b, or c )to complete 

the following :  

1. Many problems should be solved before driverless  

    cars are …………. in our daily lives. 

      a- not allowed                   b- declined 

      c- implemented                d- prohibited 

2. Autonomous vehicles may cause social ……….  

    through unemployment and financial loss. 

      a- order                            b- choice  

      c- discipline                     d- disorder  

3. The pronoun (they) in the text refers to: 

      a- driverless cars             b- employees  

      c- drivers                         d- governments    

4. „protection against future loss‟: 

      a- autonomous                 b- unemployment 

      c- chaos                            d- insurance 

5. „fines‟ means: 

      a- you are in a good status 

      b- money you have to pay as a punishment 

      c- super cars with high speed 

      d- one of many ways to say you are ok 
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25. I haven‟t got pictures in …………… bedroom. 

    a)- me                                     b)- my                       

    c)- mine                                  d)- I 

26. ………….. party was done for the benefit of the 

poor. 

    a)- Those                                 b)- These              

    c)- This                                   d)- Them 
27. John lived a life of ………………. after he lost his 

fortune. 

    a)- degrade                               b)- rich                       

    c)- degradation                         d)- generosity 
28. Dramatic change is coming, ………… governments 

haven‟t begun thinking about it. 

    a)- so                                         b)- but                          

    c)- of                                         d)- off 

29. She is tired. She needs ………………. rest. 

    a)- any                                       b)- a few 

    c)- many                                    d)- some 

30. Scientists are going to find cure to …………. 

diseases like Aids and Cancer. 

     a)- any                                       b)- many                  

     c)- much                                   d)- a little 

D- Ask about the underlined words in each 

sentence: (40 marks) 

31. A: ……..……………………………………….? 

      B: The trip is scheduled in 2023. 

32. A: ……….……………………………………..? 

      B: Insurance companies get a lot of money from  

           car insurance. 
33. A: ………………….…………………………..? 

      B: There are seven continents in the world. 

34. A: ………………….…………………………..? 

      B: Yes, I have insurance on my house and its  

          contents. 

 E- Find the mistake in each sentence: (20 marks) 

35. She took on extra work to increase hers income. 

                 A              B               C               D 

 36. The long-term effects of smoking is serious. 

                 A                                 B      C     D 

 37. Would you like to has an autonomous car? 

           A          B         C                  D 

 38. The billionaire invited eighteen peoples  

                 A                 B                 C             

       to go on the trip. 

                     D            

 F- Write a (50) word composition about the 

following topic: ( 40 marks) 

Write a short paragraph about the planes of the 

future. Include both facts and opinions about this 

means of transportation. 

Good Luck 

C- Choose the correct answer: (200 marks) 

11. Others believe that autonomous vehicles will 

cause …………… problems. 

    a)- much                               b)- a little 

    c)- any                                  d)- many 

12. He was fined for parking on the wrong side of 

…………….. street. 

    a)- an                                     b)- a                           

    c)- the                                    d)- in 

13. We have ……………. time. 

    a)- a lot of                              b)- many                

    c)- a few                                 d)- any 

14. Mrs. Al-Hroub‟s school provides ………….. 

with all the materials. 

    a)- hers                                   b)- we                     

    c)- their                                  d)- her 

15. The two cars are very …………….. in size and 

design. 

    a)- round                                 b)- similarly                    

    c)- similarity                            d)- similar 

16. On the Facebook page they announce that they 

finished …………….. book. 

    a)- its                                       b)- those                 

    c)- this                                     d)- these 

17. Her eight-year-old pupils may not even see 

……………. exercise book. 

    a)- of                                         b)- a                           

    c)- an                                        d)- many 

18. …………… flowers aren‟t for sale. 

    a)- That                                     b)- These                  

    c)- This                                     d)- Then 

19. There is ………….. tea in the glass. 

    a)- a few                                    b)- many                 

    c)- any                                       d)- a little 

20. I didn‟t see ………… friends. 

    a)- any                                        b)- a little                 

    c)- much                                     d)- some 

21. We saw …………… lions at the zoo. 

    a)- some                                     b)- any                     

    c)- a little                                   d)- much 

22. …………… increase in unemployment could cause 

serious social problems. 

    a)- This                                        b)- These                     

    c)- Those                                     d)- Then 

23. I didn‟t see your bike, so I ……………… you had 

gone out. 

    a)- assumed                                   b)- think                          

    c)- believe                                    d)- assumption 

24. Jane decided to plant …………….. tree every 

year. 

    a)- an                                            b)- the                       

    c)- in                                             d)- a 
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

 

A-Read the following text and do the tasks below: 

Choose the right answer (a ,b, or c )to complete the following : (50 marks) 

1- c) implemented 2- d) disorder 3- a) driverless cars 4- d) insurance 5- b) money you have to pay as a  

          punishment 

                                                                   

B- Read the following text and do the tasks below: (50 marks) 

6-) T 7-) F 8-) F 9-) F 10-) T 

         

C- Choose the correct answer: (200 marks) 

11- d)- many 12- c)- the 13- a)- a lot of 14- d)- her 15- d)- similar 

16- c)- this 17- c)- an 18- b)- These                  19- d)- a little 20- a)- any 

21- a)- some 22- a)- This 23- a)- assumed 24- d)- a 25- b)- my                       

26- c)- This 27- c)- degradation 28- b)- but                          29- d)- some 30- b)- many                  

                         

D- Ask about the underlined words in each sentence: (40 marks) 

31- When is the trip scheduled? 

32- Where do insurance companies get a lot of money from? 

33- How many continents are there in the world? 

34- Do you have insurance on your house and its contents? 

 

E- Find the mistake in each sentence: (20 marks) 

35- D)- hers income → her income 36- C)- is → are 

37- C)- to has → to have 38- C)- eighteen peoples → eighteen people 

 

 
F- Write a (50) word composition about the following topic: ( 40 marks) 

   Students‟ own answer. 
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                                                                       ( A )                                     
B- Read the following text and do the tasks below: 

 

Sam walked into a cake shop to buy his daughter a 

birthday cake. It was about four o‟clock and the store 

usually closes at five. So he should make his mind 

quickly. He began wandering in the shop watching 

the various kinds of cakes. The cakes looked very 

delicious and tasty so that it was difficult for Sam to 

choose. Time was passing but in vain. The chef said 

to Same “Come on. Hurry up, please, we are about to 

close the store.” “No, wait please, I should choose the 

most suitable and delicious cake.” Sam said 

sorrowfully. Sam‟s eyes kept moving from one 

refrigerator to another, but all the options looked so 

good and he couldn‟t make a decision yet. He wanted 

them all, but ended up with nothing because he 

couldn‟t choose. Sam‟s situation represents our life. 

The real danger is that we make no decision at all and 

end up going nowhere and doing nothing. 

Write true T or false F: (50 marks) 

 

6. Sam should choose quickly because the store is  

    about to close.   (        ) 

 

7. Same began walking around the shop looking at the  

     various kinds of cakes.   (        ) 

 

8. Sam asked the chef sadly to wait until he choose   

     the most suitable cake.   (        ) 

 

9. Sam could choose because all the choices looked  

     so good.    (        ) 

 

10. The real danger is that we always make a choice  

       and end up going nowhere and doing  

       nothing.   (        ) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A-Read the following text and do the tasks below: 

(50 marks) 

We make thousands of decisions a day. Making a 

choice is easy. Choosing well takes knowledge and 

skills. You have many decision-making examples in 

daily life such as: deciding what to wear. Decision 

making is an on-going process in every aspect of 

life, large or small. The ability to make a decision 

and stick to it is the cornerstone of good leadership. 

Having critical thinking skills allows one to ascertain 

the problem and come up with a suitable and 

beneficial solution. Before taking a step, we must try 

to see where possible potholes are. This won‟t just 

make us stronger moving forward. It will also give 

us more determination and awareness about what we 

are deciding. 

  

 

Choose the right answer (a ,b, or c )to complete 

the following :  

1. Decision making is a ………. process in every  

     aspect of life. 

      a- past                               b- continuous  

      c- simple                           d- hard 

2. The ability to make a decision and stick to it, is  

     the ………… of good leadership skills. 

      a- base                               b- unimportant  

      c- worst                             d- minor  

3. Critical thinking allows us to ……….. the  

     problem and solve it. 

      a- hide                                b- lose  

      c- ignore                            d- find out    

4. “to continue doing something in a determined  

       way”: 

      a- knowledge                      b- potholes 

      c- beneficial                        d- stick 

5. “beneficial” means: 

      a- having a good affection 

      b- having a bad effect 

      c- having a good effect 

      d- having a bad impression 
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25. Health officials have tried to raise ……………. 

    a)- money                               b)- awareness                     

    c)- children                            d)- crops 

26. You must collaborate ………….. your family 

members and classmates to make your right decision. 

    a)- with                                   b)- to                                 

    c)- for                                      d)- at 

27. He ………….. an e-mail when the phone rang. 

    a)- wrote                                 b)- writes                          

    c)- was writing                       d)- is writing  
28. Elephants …………… to look after their young. 

    a)- forget                                  b)- collaborate                       

    c)- careless                               d)- allows 
29. The sound /ʌ/ is in the word: 

    a)- bird                                    b)- dug 

    c)- fly                                       d)- aunt 
30. The sound /ʌ/ is in the word: 

     a)- shoot                                  b)- net                  

     c)- but                                     d)- let 

D- Ask about the underlined words in each 

sentence: (40 marks) 

31. A: ……..……………………………………….? 

      B: The manager was holding a meeting at 7:00  

            pm yesterday. 

32. A: ……….……………………………………..? 

      B: My father helps me to make the right decision. 
33. A: ………………….…………………………..? 

      B: My friends were calling to tell me that they  

           were waiting at the bus stop. 

34. A: ………………….…………………………..? 

      B: No, it is not easy for me to make a decision. 

 E- Find the mistake in each sentence: (20 marks) 

35. Bill had five months left in ours career. 

               A           B          C             D 

 36. We plan to buy an property as an investment. 

             A         B               C                   D 

 37. The club‟s priority are to win the League. 

                     A               B      C             D 

 38. My parents wouldn‟t allows me to go to the party. 

                A                    B                     C              D 

 F- Write a (50) word composition about the 

following topic: ( 40 marks) 

Write about a decision you have made recently. 

- What was your decision about? 

- When did you make it? 

- What was the result? 

- How did you feel about it? 

 

 

Good Luck 

C- Choose the correct answer: (200 marks) 

11. I …………… the village on the way and talked 

to people. 

    a)- am visiting                       b)- visit                                

    c)- visits                                 d)- visited 

12. While I ………….., my friends were sitting on 

the beach. 

    a)- was cycling                       b)- cycled                             

    c)- cycle                                  d)- cycles 

13. You have …………. decision-making examples 

in daily life. 

    a)- many                                 b)- much                         

    c)- any                                    d)- a little 

14. Same walked into a cake shop, after he‟d 

finished …………. work. 

    a)- him                                    b)- his                                

    c)- her                                     d)- our 

15. They …………… back yesterday at 12 o‟clock 

mid night. 

    a)- are coming                        b)- came                        

    c)- comes                                 d)- come 

16. Tickets are …………… in the box office. 

    a)- drinkable                           b)- available                      

    c)- increase                              d)- going 

17. My brother was using the computer while I 

…………. for my trip. 

    a)- was packing                       b)- packed                       

    c)- am packing                        d)- pack 

18. It will give …………. more determination and 

awareness about what we are deciding. 

    a)- them                                    b)- us                              

    c)- him                                      d)- her 

19. When I opened my eyes, I ………….. a strange 

sight. 

    a)- saw                                      b)- was seeing                 

    c)- has seen                              d)- have seen 

20. Earthquakes are ………….. difficult to predict. 

    a)- much                                   b)- slowly                           

    c)- find                                     d)- extremely 

21. This time last year, she ……………… at 

university. 

    a)- studies                                 b)- was studying 

    c)- studied                                 d)- study 

22. He should make his mind ………… decide what 

he should buy. 

    a)- and                                       b)- or                                  

    c)- so                                          d)- of 

23. Adam ………… the group when he was 10. 

    a)- joins                                      b)- joined                        

    c)- is joining                              d)- join 

24. The chef had enough and ………. Sam to leave 

immediately. 

    a)- asks                                      b)- is asking 

    c)- were asking                         d)- asked 
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A-Read the following text and do the tasks below: 

Choose the right answer (a ,b, or c )to complete the following : (50 marks) 

1- b) continuous 2- a) base 3- d) find out    4- d) stick 5- c) having a good effect 

                                                                   

B- Read the following text and do the tasks below: (50 marks) 

6-) T 7-) T 8-) T 9-) F 10-) F 

         

C- Choose the correct answer: (200 marks) 

11- d)- visited 12- a)- was cycling 13- a)- many 14- b)- his                                15- b)- came 

16- b)- available                      17- a)- was packing 18- b)- us                              19- a)- saw 20- d)- extremely 

21- b)- was studying 22- a)- and 23- b)- joined                        24- d)- asked 25- b)- awareness                     

26- a)- with 27- c)- was writing 28- b)- collaborate                       29- b)- dug 30- c)- but 

                         

D- Ask about the underlined words in each sentence: (40 marks) 

31- What was the manager doing at 7:00 pm yesterday? 

32- Who helps you to make the right decision? 

33- Why were your friends calling? 

34- Is it easy for you to make a decision? 

 

E- Find the mistake in each sentence: (20 marks) 

35- D)- ours career → his career 36- C)- an property → a property 

37- B)- are → is 38- B)- wouldn‟t allows → wouldn‟t allow 

 

 
F- Write a (50) word composition about the following topic: ( 40 marks) 

   Students‟ own answer. 
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                                                                       ( A )                                     
B- Read the following text and do the tasks below: 

 

Some of successful people are with Down‟s 

Syndrome and they have proved that they have been 

really good at making decisions and they achieved 

their aims. A living example is Isabella Springmuhl 

Tejada, from an early age decided to follow the 

footsteps of her grandmother who was a designer. As 

a child, Isabella would create clothes for her dolls, but 

playing eventually turned into work when she 

enrolled in a fashion course. Her designs aimed 

specially at people with Down Syndrome. Springmuhl 

had her first big showcase in 2015, where she sold her 

complete collection. The success of her show 

garnered international attention, and in 2016 her 

designs were shown at London Fashion Week, which 

was followed by another exhibit in Rome. 

 

 

 

Write true T or false F: (50 marks) 

 

6. Isabella decided to follow the footsteps of her  

    grandmother when she was young.   (        ) 

 

7. Isabella‟s playing as a child turned into work after  

    she joined a fashion course.   (        ) 

 

8. Springmuhl‟s designs were never for people with  

    Down‟s Syndrome.   (        ) 

 

9. Isabella‟s show garnered the national attention.  

    (        ) 

 

10. Isabella is an example of unsuccessful people with  

      Down‟s Syndrome.   (        ) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A-Read the following text and do the tasks below: 

(50 marks) 

Thomas Edison was homeschooled by his mother‟s 

decision because his teacher believed that Edison 

was mentally ill. Thomas‟s mother lied about what 

was written in the school‟s letter, which Edison 

received, while she was reading it to her son saying 

“your son is a genius and the school is too small for 

him.” Thomas had learning difficulties but that 

didn‟t make his mother frustrated. She wanted her 

son to be a scientist. At the age of 30, Edison worked 

in a number of fields created the basis for many 

technologies that we enjoy today. However he 

suffered through failure numerous times, he didn‟t 

quit and persisted in his work. After his mother‟s 

death, Edison found the hidden letter. He cried for 

hours and then wrote in his diary; Thomas Alva 

Edison was a mentally ill child that, by a hero 

mother, became a genius. Edison said: ”My mother 

was a great woman, she believed in me and made me 

one of the greatest inventors.” 

  

Choose the right answer (a ,b, or c )to complete 

the following :  

1. Edison was homeschooled by his mother‟s ……… 

      a- will                                 b- diary  

      c- memory                         d- disapproval 

2. Edison‟s teacher believed that he was ……….. 

      a- physically ill                  b- mentally sick  

      c- psychologically ill         d- mentally well  

3. Thomas with his work in some fields created the  

     ………….. for many technologies today. 

      a- back                                b- surface  

      c- cornerstone                    d- decision    

4. “someone who unusually intelligent or very  

      smart”: 

      a- quiet                                b- frustrated 

      c- hero                                 d- genius 

5. “to make somebody feels annoyed”: 

      a- genius                              b- frustrated 

      c- quiet                                d- proud  
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25. She gave the greatest …………….. to her career. 

    a)- sleep                                  b)- failure                       

    c)- performance                    d)- absence 

26. Pablo Pineda is well-known for being ……….. 

first European with Down Syndrome to obtain a 

university degree. 

    a)- a                                         b)- the                            

    c)- more                                   d)- an 

27. He also set up his own telegraph station and sent 

………….. messages by using a train whistle. 

    a)- out                                      b)- in                                 

    c)- to                                        d)- with 

28. Taxi driver: I can‟t drive fast in the rush hour 

traffic! And please …………… in my taxi! 

    a)- be sick                                b)- don‟t be sick 

    c)- doesn‟t sick                        d)- being sick 

29. Edison set up a laboratory at home and began 

………….. own experiments. 

    a)- his                                       b)- he                               

    c)- her                                      d)- our 

30. Where‟s mum? She‟s taking a nap. Please don‟t 

…………… her up. 

     a)- woke                                   b)- woken                          

     c)- wakes                                  d)- wake 

D- Ask about the underlined words in each 

sentence: (40 marks) 

31. A: ……..……………………………………….? 

      B: She has been working there for three years. 

32. A: ……….……………………………………..? 

      B: My brother is a student. 

33. A: ………………….…………………………..? 

      B: The teacher gave Edison a letter. 

34. A: ………………….…………………………..? 

      B: Yes, he is learning to play an instrument. 

 E- Find the mistake in each sentence: (20 marks) 

35. I specifically told you not to went near the water. 

                 A          B                    C              D 

 36. He was able at invent something when he grew up. 

                    A             B            C                            D 

 37. Edison‟s mother felt sad as soon of she read the letter. 

                     A                B            C                    D 

 38. All the informaton that we gathered has been kept  

                        A                              B              C                   
        in a file. 

               D                                                         

 F- Write a (50) word composition about the 

following topic: ( 40 marks) 

Write a short biography about a famous person 

you know. 

 

Good Luck 

C- Choose the correct answer: (200 marks) 

11. Hello everyone. Please …………. down and 

open your books. 

    a)- sits                                    b)- sitting                           

    c)- sat                                     d)- sit 

12. …………… careful! You‟re standing on my 

foot. 

    a)- Are                                   b)- Been                             

    c)- Be                                     d)- Being 

13. One day Thomas Edison came home and 

………… his mother a letter from his teacher. 

    a)- gives                                 b)- gave                             

    c)- giving                               d)- give 

14. As she read the letter, his mother‟s eyes 

…………. tearful. 

    a)- are                                     b)- is                                  

    c)- was                                    d)- were 

15. Springmuhl Tejada decided to follow the 

footsteps of her grandmother ……. was a designer.  

    a)- who                                    b)- which                        

    c)- where                                 d)- what 

16. She has to pay a ………….. for speeding. 

    a)- line                                     b)- fine                             

    c)- mine                                   d)- nine 

17. …………… in the corridors. 

    a)- Runs                                  b)- Running                              

    c)- Don‟t run                          d)- Run not 

18. Your son couldn‟t ………… to school because 

he was a genius. 

    a)- go                                       b)- went                             

    c)- goes                                    d)- going 

19. Now, Sujeet Desai ……….. a famous musician. 

    a)- be                                       b)- was                            

    c)- is                                        d)- are 

20. You are wrong, and I can ………… it. 

    a)- prove                                  b)- saw                           

    c)- drove                                  d)- forget 

21. They ………….. make the right decision if they 

are well-trained. 

    a)- could                                  b)- would                       

    c)- can                                     d)- should 

22. Pineda is currently ………….. on implementing 

a strategy to employ people with disabilities. 

    a)- works                                 b)- working                   

    c)- worked                               d)- work 

23. Before you dive into water, ………….. a deep 

breath. 

    a)- took                                      b)- don‟t take 

    c)- takes                                   d)- take 

24. Edison‟s mother decided to educate young 

Thomas …………. home. 

    a)- in                                         b)- on                                 

    c)- to                                         d)- at 
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A-Read the following text and do the tasks below: 

Choose the right answer (a ,b, or c )to complete the following : (50 marks) 

1- a) will 2- b) mentally sick 3- c) cornerstone 4- d) genius 5- b) frustrated 

                                                                   

B- Read the following text and do the tasks below: (50 marks) 

6-) T 7-) T 8-) F 9-) F 10-) F 

         

C- Choose the correct answer: (200 marks) 

11- d)- sit 12- c)- Be 13- b)- gave                             14- d)- were 15- a)- who 

16- b)- fine                             17- c)- Don‟t run 18- a)- go 19- c)- is 20- a)- prove 

21- c)- can 22- b)- working                   23- d)- take 24- d)- at 25- c)- performance 

26- b)- the                            27- a)- out 28- b)- don‟t be sick 29- a)- his 30- d)- wake 

                         

D- Ask about the underlined words in each sentence: (40 marks) 

31- How long has she been working there? 

32- What does your brother do? \ What is your brother‟s job? 

33- What did the teacher give Edison? 

34- Is he learning to play an instrument? 

 

E- Find the mistake in each sentence: (20 marks) 

35- C)- to went → to go 36- A)- was able at → was able to 

37- C)- as soon of → as soon as 38- A)- the informaton → the information 

 

 
F- Write a (50) word composition about the following topic: ( 40 marks) 

   Students‟ own answer. 
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                                                                       ( A )                                     
B- Read the following text and do the tasks below: 

 

Today is the second day of my trek around Mount 

Annapurna. I am exhausted and my legs are shaking; 

I just hope I am able to complete the trek. My feet are 

really killing me and my toes are bleeding. Nepal is a 

fascinating country, but I have a great deal to learn. 

Everything is so different here. I‟ve learnt a little bit 

of the language to make communication easier; 

unfortunately, I don‟t learn foreign languages quickly. 

I am currently travelling with Liam from England. He 

is a nice guy, but impatient. He always walks ahead 

of me and complains that I am too slow. I am doing 

my best to keep up with him, but he is younger and 

stronger than I am. Liam also seems to have difficulty 

learning foreign languages. I just hope we don‟t get 

lost and have to ask for directions. 

 

 

Write true T or false F: (50 marks) 

 

6. In my trek I feel very tired and my legs are  

    shaking.   (        ) 

 

7. To communicate with people, I‟ve learnt the  

     whole language, fortunately, I don‟t learn foreign  

     languages quickly.   (        ) 

 

8. Liam is a nice person, but intolerant.   (        ) 

 

9. Liam always walks behind me and never  

    complains.   (        ) 

 

10. Like me, Liam has problems learning the new  

       language.   (        ) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A-Read the following text and do the tasks below: 

(50 marks) 

The human brain remembers negative experiences 

more easily than positive ones. You likely know 

what makes you unhappy, but do you know what 

makes you happy? Psychologists suggest some 

habits that make people happier. For example, 

people whom form close relationships tend to be 

happier than those who do not. The number of 

friends we have isn‟t important. What matters is the 

quality of our relationships. Relationships that bring 

happiness usually involve the sharing of feelings, 

mutual respect, acceptance, trust, fun and empathy. 

Another example is the state of flow. When we are 

so interested in an activity we enjoy that we lose 

track of time, we are in a state of flow. People who 

experience flow in their work or hobbies tend to be 

happier. In conclusion, people who think positively 

by being grateful, aware and optimistic are more 

likely to be happy.   

  

Choose the right answer (a ,b, or c )to complete 

the following :  

1. Our brain remembers positive experiences  

     ..………. than negative ones. 

      a- more easily                    b- much easy  

      c- less                                 d- easier 

2. Relationships that bring happiness usually  

     ………….. sharing of feelings and empathy. 

      a- include                           b- exclude  

      c- except                            d- prevent  

3. Happy people think positively by being ………..,  

    aware and optimistic. 

      a- focused                           b- thankful  

      c- fun                                  d- pessimistic    

4. “smooth movement or progress”: 

      a- aware                               b- empathy 

      c- mutual                             d- state of flow 

5. “shared in common”: 

      a- empathy                           b- state of flow 

      c- optimistic                         d- mutual  
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25. A good diet is ………….. for your health. 

    a)- harmful                             b)- bad                                   

    c)- hurt                                   d)- beneficial 

26. The accident hasn‟t caused any ………….. 

damage. 

    a)- good                                   b)- many                                 

    c)- garage                                d)- permanent 

27. I …………. your call because I was working. 

    a)- misses                                 b)- miss                                 

    c)- missed                                 d)- am missing 

28. As soon as I graduate, I ………….. for a job. 

    a)- looked                                 b)- am looking                     

    c)- looks                                    d)- will look 

29. …………. drove down the lake. 

    a)- Our                                      b)- Them                             

    c)- Its                                         d)- They 

30. …………… me something about your family. 

     a)- Told                                     b)- Tells                                

     c)- Tell                                      d)- Have tell 

D- Ask about the underlined words in each 

sentence: (40 marks) 

31. A: ……..……………………………………….? 
      B: I have one older sister and a younger brother. 
32. A: ……….……………………………………..? 

      B: My sister is a graphic designer. She works at  

           Panorama Designs. 

33. A: ………………….…………………………..? 

      B: He feels exhausted. 

34. A: ………………….…………………………..? 

      B: Yes, they look like me. 

 E- Find the mistake in each sentence: (20 marks) 

35. Two men wonted to go swimming. They  

                            A                  B 
       drove down to a lake. 

               C                D 

 36. Every time Tam says a new word, Liam try  

                                    A       B                         C         
        to repeat it. 

              D 

 37. My family is a small one. I have one sisters and  

              A                 B                              C                             
       a younger brother. 

                   D 

 38. I feel sorry at myself because I am getting old. 

          A       B          C                            D 

 F- Write a (50) word composition about the 

following topic: ( 40 marks) 

Write a paragraph about a pleasant experience 

you‟ve been through. 
 

Good Luck 

 

 

C- Choose the correct answer: (200 marks) 

11. ………….. was such an interesting experience. 

    a)- That                                 b)- Those                                 

    c)- These                                d)- Then 

12. If I knew what he wanted, I ………… this. 

    a)- wouldn‟t permitted         b)- won‟t permit                

    c)- will permit                       d)- wouldn‟t permit 

13. Every morning she ……………. up early and 

gets ready for work. 

    a)- wake                                 b)- woke                                 

    c)- wakes                               d)- is waking 

14. He ………… in a small office when he lived in 

Aleppo. 

    a)- was working                     b)- works                                

    c)- work                                  d)- have worked 

15. I ……………. your new dress. 

    a)- likes                                    b)- am liking                          

    c)- like                                     d)- have like 

16. Jane was sitting in a chair while her mother 

…………… 

    a)- is cooking                           b)- was cooking 

    c)- cooks                                   d)- cooked 

17. He …………. already travelled to France. 

    a)- is                                          b)- has 

    c)- did                                       d)- have 

18. He had a fishing rod on ………… hands. 

    a)- him                                      b)- his                                  

    c)- hers                                     d)- he 

19. They ……………. the museum since 2014. 

    a)- haven‟t visited                    b)- visit                                 

    c)- were visiting                        d)- visits 

20. They found out that it was full …………. baby 

rattlesnakes. 

    a)- so                                         b)- off                                   

    c)- of                                          d)- out 

21. People ………… exercise regularly improve 

both their physical and mental well-being. 

    a)- what                                    b)- which                               

    c)- who                                     d)- where 

22. Our level of happiness …………… also shaped 

by the choices we make. 

    a)- is                                          b)- am                                     

    c)- are                                       d)- were 

23. Being optimistic means being hopeful about 

…………… future. 

    a)- a                                            b)- then                                   

    c)- the                                        d)- an 

24. Although, I have not understood …………., I 

believe that I will improve gradually. 

    a)- since                                       b)- for                                   

    c)- just                                         d)- yet 
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9
th

  Grade                                 Review 1 - Exam Sample                        Name:                              

                                                                 2021-2022                                 Total Mark:400  

 Answer Key                                                ( A )                                      Time:1.30  

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

 

A-Read the following text and do the tasks below: 

Choose the right answer (a ,b, or c )to complete the following : (50 marks) 

1- c) less 2- a) include 3- b) thankful 4- d) state of flow 5- d) mutual 

                                                                   

B- Read the following text and do the tasks below: (50 marks) 

6-) T 7-) F 8-) T 9-) F 10-) T 

         

C- Choose the correct answer: (200 marks) 

11- a)- That 12- d)- wouldn‟t permit 13- c)- wakes 14- a)- was working 15- c)- like 

16- b)- was cooking 17- b)- has 18- b)- his                                  19- a)- haven‟t visited 20- c)- of 

21- c)- who 22- a)- is 23- c)- the 24- d)- yet 25- d)- beneficial 

26- d)- permanent 27- c)- missed 28- d)- will look 29- d)- They 30- c)- Tell 

                         

D- Ask about the underlined words in each sentence: (40 marks) 

31- How many sisters and brothers do you have? 

32- Where does your sister work? 

33- How does he feel? 

34- Do they look like you? 

 

E- Find the mistake in each sentence: (20 marks) 

35- A)- wonted to → wanted to 36- C)- try → tries 

37- C)- one sisters → one sister 38- B)- sorry at → sorry for 

 

 
F- Write a (50) word composition about the following topic: ( 40 marks) 

   Students‟ own answer. 
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  9
th

  Grade                                         Unit 7 Exam Sample                   Name:                              

                                                                  2021-2022                               Total Mark:400  

                                                                       ( A )                                     
B- Read the following text and do the tasks below: 

 

 

Frane Selak was born in Croatia in 1929. He led a 

relatively unremarkable life as a music teacher. 

Selak‟s near-death experiences began in January 1962 

when he was travelling by a train from Sarajevo to 

Dubrovnik. The train left its railway tracks and ended 

up in a river. Fortunately, an unknown parson pulled 

him to be safe, while 17 other passengers drowned. 

The next year, Selak boarded a plane. Unfortunately, 

he was blown out of its door and luckily landed in a 

haystack and stayed alive. What happened to Selak 

seems to be far more dramatic than anything 

Hollywood could cook up. 

 

Write true T or false F: (50 marks) 

 

6. The train left its railway tracks and ended up on  

    a river bank.   (        ) 

 

7. A stranger pulled Selak out of danger.   (        ) 

 

8. Unluckily, Selak was blown out of the plane‟s  

    door and fortunately landed in a haystack.   (        ) 

     

9. 17 other passengers survived the train accident. 

    (        ) 

 

10. What happened to Selak is unbelievable  

      comparing to Hollywood movies.   (        ) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A-Read the following text and do the tasks below: 

(50 marks) 

In 1912, the “Titanic” hit an iceberg on its first trip 

across the Atlantic. The Titanic was the largest ship 

that had ever travelled on the sea. It was carrying 

2207 people, but it had taken on enough lifeboats for 

only 1178 people. Some of the survivors had been in 

the icy water for hours when they were saved. There 

was a great loss of life because nobody had prepared 

for such a tragedy. Nobody had believed that the 

Titanic could sink. The steamship company had 

thought that its ship would be completely safe in all 

situations. They had followed an old rule for the 

number of lifeboats, so they had supplied lifeboats 

for only half the people.  

 Choose the right answer (a ,b, or c )to complete 

the following :  

1. Titanic wasn‟t carrying ……….. lifeboats on 

board. 

      a- not enough                b- more than enough 

      c- enough                       d- just enough 

2. No one had believed that the Titanic could …….. 

      a- drown                        b- swim  

      c- float                            d- sail 

3. Some of the survivors had been in the frozen 

water for hours when they were ………….. 

      a- died                            b- rescued 

      c- slept                            d- bled    

4. The ship company had thought its ship would be 

safe in all ………….. 

      a- places                          b- houses 

      c- stations                       d- circumstances  

5. „iceberg‟ means: 

      a- a large mass of ice cream floating in the sea 

      b- a large amount of ice drowning in the sea 

      c- a large mass of ice floating in the sea 

      d- a large mass of water floating in the air 
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25. There ………. 50 doctors on the plane. 

    a)- is                                b)- be                              

    c)- was                            d)- were 

26. Many passengers …………. warmly, because they 

didn‟t believe that they were in danger. 

    a)- haven‟t dressed         b)- hadn‟t dressed          

    c)- are dressing               d)- had dresses 

27. The plane crashed, killing19 people …………. 

Selak survived. 

    a)- because                       b)- and                             

    c)- but                               d)- with 

28. Mrs. Tyler had been at hospital ……….. one 

month. 

    a)- never                            b)- at                               

    c)- yet                                d)- for 

29. The diphthongs /ei/ is in the word: 

    a)- fail                                b)- sheep                        

    c)- bet                                d)- key 

30. It was raining heavily, but by the time class was 

over, the rain …………. 

     a)- had stopped                   b)- stops                                                          

     c)- stop                                  d)- had stop 

D- Ask about the underlined words in each 

sentence: (40 marks) 

31. A: ……..……………………………………….? 

      B: Selak was blown out of the plane and luckily  

          landed in haystack. 

32. A: ……….……………………………………..? 

      B: Not more than 651 of the passengers   

           survived. 

33. A: ………………….…………………………..? 

      B: The survivors had been in the icy water for  

           hours. 

34. A: ………………….…………………………..? 

      B: Yes, Selak was so lucky to survive all of the  

          disasters. 

E- Find the mistake in each sentence: (20 marks) 

35. They had follow an old rule for the number of lifeboats 

                      A               B                    C                   D 

36. The final famos disaster was in 1996. 

            A          B         C              D 

37. It is pleasant to spend sometimes a hour in a library. 

              A               B                            C              D 

38. There were a little hope to find a doctor on the plane. 

                   A                            B           C             D 

F- Write a (50) word composition about the 

following topic: ( 40 marks) 

Many species of animals are in danger. 

Write a paragraph about some ways we can adopt to 

protect animals on the edge of extinction. 

 

Good Luck 

C- Choose the correct answer: (200 marks) 

11. I ………. the matter with my teacher before I 

told my father. 

    a)- discuss                        b)- had discussed 

    c)- am discussing             d)- discusses 

12. I ……….. a little better after I had taken the 

medicine. 

    a)- felt                               b)- am feeling                   

    c)- feels                             d)- feel 

13. Titanic was carrying 2207 people, but it ……….. 

on enough lifeboats for only 1178 people. 

    a)- is taking                       b)- takes 

    c)- take                              d)- had taken 

14. It hadn‟t ………… its directions or its speed. 

    a)- changing                      b)- change                       

    c)- changed                       d)- changes 

15. They didn‟t ………… they were in danger. 

    a)- believed                        b)- believes                       

    c)- had believed                d)- believe 

16. Fortunately, ………. unknown person pulled him 

to be safe. 

    a)- an                                  b)- a 

    c)- the                                 d)- in                       

17. He survived ………… the plane crashed, killing 

19 people. 

    a)- although                       b)- but                                                    

    c)- and                                d)- so 

18. Sam walked into a cake shop, after he 

………….. his work. 

    a)- finishes                          b)- had finished 

    c)- is finishing                    d)- has finished 

19. Some ………… the survivors had been in the icy 

water for hours. 

    a)- at                                    b)- on                               

    c)- of                                    d)- off 

20. The train crashed in a river after it left ……….. 

tracks.  

    a)- the                                  b)- a                                                      

    c)- an                                   d)- than 

21. I had arrived at the station ………… the train 

left. 

    a)- after                               b)- just                            

    c)- before                             d)- ever 

22. I had never seen snow until I ……….. to Canada. 

    a)- go                                    b)- went                             

    c)- am going                        d)- goes 

23. Nobody ………. that the Titanic could sink. 

    a)- believes                          b)- is believing 

    c)- believe                            d)- had believed 

24. Titanic was the ………… ship that had ever 

travelled on the sea. 

    a)- large                          b)- largest                         

    c)- larger                        d)- larged 
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9
th

  Grade                                      Unit 7 - Exam Sample                        Name:                              

                                                                 2021-2022                                 Total Mark:400  

 Answer Key                                                ( A )                                      Time:1.30  

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

 

A-Read the following text and do the tasks below 

Choose the right answer (a ,b, or c )to complete the following : (50 marks) 

1- c) enough 2- a) drown 3- b) rescued 4- d) circumstances 5- c) a large mass of ice floating in  

        the sea 

                                                                   
B- Read the following text and do the tasks below: (50 marks) 

6- F 7- T 8- T 9- F 10- T 

         
C- Choose the correct answer: (200 marks) 

11- b)- had discussed 12- a)- felt 13- d)- had taken 14- c)- changed 15- d)- believe 

16- a)- an 17- a)- although 18- b)- had finished 19- c)- of 20- a)- the 

21- c)- before 22- b)- went 23- d)- had believed 24- b)- largest 25- d)- were 

26- b)- hadn‟t dressed          27- c)- but 28- d)- for 29- a)- fail 30- a)- had stopped                    

                         
D- Ask about the underlined words in each sentence: (40 marks) 

31- Where did Selak land? 

32- How many of the passengers survived? 

33- How long had the survivors been in the icy water? 

34- Was Selak so lucky to survive all of the disasters? 

 
E- Find the mistake in each sentence: (20 marks) 

35- A)- had follow → had followed  36- B)- famos → famous 

37- C)- a hour → an hour 38- A)- were → was 

 

 
F- Write a (50) word composition about the following topic: ( 40 marks) 

   Students‟ own answer. 
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  Grade                                      Unit 8 - Exam Sample                   Name:                              

                                                                  2021-2022                               Total Mark:400  

                                                                       ( A )                                     
B- Read the following text and do the tasks below: 

 

 

A poor family was living happily until the son felt 

severely ill. It was clear from the medical analysis 

and laboratory tests that he had got a tumour in his 

head. The son‟s condition was critical and he needed 

a miracle to survive. The little daughter, who loved 

her brother, rushed to the pharmacy, put the only 

pound she had on the table and said to the pharmacist 

“give me a miracle, please.” A man kneeled asking 

her, “tell me, sweetie, why do you need a miracle?” 

She answered “my brother needs a miracle for an 

operation not to die. Is this pound enough?” “One 

pound is exactly enough”, the man replied with a big 

smile and a tender voice. That man was Carlton 

Armstrong, the famous nerve surgeon who performed 

the operation successfully and took one pound for it. 

 

Write true T or false F: (50 marks) 

 

6. The son‟s illness was blood cancer.   (        ) 

 

7. The son‟s status is serious and dangerous.   (        ) 

 

8. The little daughter asked for something abnormal. 

     (        ) 

 

9. The man replied with a big smile and a gentle  

     voice.   (        ) 

  

10. The man who performed the operation was a  

      famous eye surgeon.  (        )  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A-Read the following text and do the tasks below: 

(50 marks) 

A selfie is a self-portrait photograph, typically taken 

with a digital camera or a smart phone supported by 

a selfie stick. Selfies are often shared on social 

media services such as Facebook and Instagram. 

When Marat Dupri bought his camera, he decided he 

would shoot nice landscape pictures. So, he started 

to spice things up by climbing up higher and higher 

structures, using no safety equipment at all. Dozens 

of people followed his footsteps, trying to get the 

most incredible views. Then most people began to 

take dangerous selfies while travelling. They began 

scaling skyscrapers, cliffs and bridges to capture a 

photo to remember. Almost everyone has taken out 

their smart phones to snap a photo of themselves. 

 

 Choose the right answer (a ,b, or c )to complete 

the following :  

1. Dupri decided to ………… with his new camera. 

      a- take lovely photos         b- take ugly pictures 

      c- shoot people                   d- take a nice trip 

2. Marat used ………….. with his climbing.  

      a- safety equipment            

      b- safety tools  

      c- no safety tools         

     d- most safety equipment 

3. Nearly everyone used their smart mobiles to 

…………. 

      a- make films           

      b- take self-portrait photos 

      c- call their friends            

      d- send emails    

4. To add interest or excitement to something: 

      a- to shoot                              b- incredible 

      c- to spice up                         d- scaling  

5. Climbing to the top of something very high and  

     steep: 

      a- scaling                                b- to spice up 

      c- to shoot                              d- incredible 
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25. To continue to live means: 

    a)- die                                b)- survive                          

    c)- dive                              d)- drive 

26. He said “tell me, sweetie, ……… do you need a 

miracle?” 

    a)- while                            b)- why                                

    c)- how many                    d)- who 

27. This pound is the price ……… a miracle taken 

from a girl, on the edge of innocence. 

    a)- and                               b)- in                                    

    c)- of                                  d)- off 

28. They are too old to play football. I wish they 

………. too old. 

    a)- weren‟t                         b)- are                                    

    c)- were                              d)- did 

29. The state of being not guilty: 

    a)- criminal                         b)- innocence                     

    c)- robber                            d)- murderer 

30. I wish it ……. snowing. 

     a)- stops                                  b)- stop                            

     c)- will stop                           d)- would stop 

D- Ask about the underlined words in each 

sentence: (40 marks) 

31. A: ……..……………………………………….? 

      B: The son of a poor family was ill.  

32. A: ……….……………………………………..? 

      B: The operation costed only one pound.  

33. A: ………………….…………………………..? 

      B: Angela got to the top of the tower by a plane. 

34. A: ………………….…………………………..? 

      B: Yes, irresponsible behaviour may cause people    

          to lose their lives. 

 E- Find the mistake in each sentence: (20 marks) 

35. She wish she had taken her purse. 

                A     B          C          D 

 36. Susan doesn‟t like to live in an mess. 

          A               B              C         D 

 37. Susan had forgotten her purse in home. 

                            A          B     C         D 

 38. He replied, “who told your I sell miracles?” 

                             A     B     C       D 

 F- Write a (50) word composition about the 

following topic: ( 40 marks) 

Write a paragraph about why some people like to 

try adventures. 

 

 

Good Luck 

 

 

C- Choose the correct answer: (200 marks) 

11. I wish the prices ……….. so high. 

    a)- aren‟t                         b)- wasn‟t                       

    c)- weren‟t                       d)- are 

12. I wish I……….. to my father. 

    a)- had listened                b)- listen 

    c)- listens                          d)- have listened 

13. …………. not to spoil this art and use it for 

lovely memories.  

    a)- Been careful                b)- Be carefully                    

    c)- Be careful                    d)- Do careful 

14. Almost everyone ………… taken out their smart 

phones to snap a photo of themselves.  

    a)- been                              b)- have                                

    c)- has                                d)- am 

15. This is one of ……….. pictures snapped by 

Daniel Lau. 

    a)- many                            b)- much                              

    c)- any                               d)- a little 

16. The pharmacist was busy talking ………. his 

brother. 

    a)- and                               b)- so                                  

    c)- that                               d)- to 

17. They spent so much money on their shopping 

trip. They wish they ……….. so much money. 

    a)- had spent                     b)- hadn‟t spent                     

    c)- have spent                    d)- spends 

18. This team needs a ………. to win the match. 

    a)- money                          b)- disaster                        

    c)- miracle                         d)- punch 

19. Carlton Armstrong, the famous nerve surgeon 

……… performed the operation and took one pound 

for it. 

    a)- what                              b)- when                             

    c)- which                            d)- who 

20. He wishes he ……… so old. 

    a)- isn‟t                               b)- weren‟t                     

    c)- doesn‟t                          d)- wasn‟t 

21. This kind of art seems to have ……….. lost 

somewhere between the ground and the sky. 

    a)- was                               b)- be                                     

    c)- has                                d)- been 

22. Take care of yourself and other people 

…………. you. 

    a)- on                                  b)- at                                    

    c)- around                          d)- in 

23. She didn‟t study hard in school. She ……… she 

had studied hard in school. 

    a)- wish                               b)- whished 

    c)- wishes                            d)- whishing 

24. The patient felt better after the ………. 

    a)- pharmacy                      b)- surgeon                        

    c)- operation                       d)- meal 
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 9
th

  Grade                                      Unit 8 - Exam Sample                        Name:                              

                                                                 2021-2022                                 Total Mark:400  

 Answer Key                                                ( A )                                      Time:1.30  

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

 

A-Read the following text and do the tasks below: 

Choose the right answer (a ,b, or c )to complete the following : (50 marks) 

1- a) take lovely  

         photos          

2- c) no safety tools         3- b) take self-portrait photos 4- c) to spice up                          5- a) scaling   

                                                                   

B- Read the following text and do the tasks below: (50 marks) 

6- F 7- T 8- T 9- T 10-F 

         

C- Choose the correct answer: (200 marks) 

11- c)- weren‟t                        12- a)- had listened                 13- c)- Be careful                     14- c)- has                                 15- a)- many                             

16- d)- to 17- b)- hadn‟t spent                     18- c)- miracle                          19- d)- who 20- b)- weren‟t                     

21- d)- been 22- c)- around                           23- c)- wishes                             24- c)- operation                        25- b)- survive                          

26- b)- why                                27- c)- of                                   28- a)- weren‟t                          29- b)- innocence                     30- d)- would stop 

                         

D- Ask about the underlined words in each sentence: (40 marks) 

31- Who was ill? 

32- How much did the operation cost? \ How much money did the operation cost? 

33- How did Angela get to the top of the tower? 

34- May irresponsible behaviour cause people to lose their lives? 

 

E- Find the mistake in each sentence: (20 marks) 

35- A)- wish → wishes 36- D)- an mess → a mess 

37- D)- in home → at home 38- C)- your → you 

 

 
F- Write a (50) word composition about the following topic: ( 40 marks) 

   Students‟ own answer. 
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9
th

  Grade                                      Unit 9 - Exam Sample                      Name:                              

                                                                  2021-2022                               Total Mark:400  

                                                                       ( A )                                     
B- Read the following text and do the tasks below: 

 

Suzan is an orphan whose father died when she was a 

baby. Before his death, he had a strong will of taking 

care of Suzan and encouraging her to study hard. 

After her husband‟s death, the mother worked hard to 

make her daughter feel comfortable and tried to 

afford her all what she needed. At night, before they 

sleep; the mother tells Suzan how much it is 

important to be a responsible citizen who honours the 

principles of the country. Suzan is sure that “life is 

difficult when you can‟t have what you want”. But 

she has learnt from her mother to fight till the end. 

She always says her best proverb: “when we don‟t 

have what we like, we must like what we have. 

 

 

 

 

 

Write true T or false F: (50 marks) 

 

6. The father was determined to take care of his  

     daughter and encourage her to study hard.   (        ) 

 

7. After the father‟s death, Suzan‟s mother  

     worked diligently to give her what she needed. 

     (        ) 

 

8. The mother told Suzan how much it is important to  

     be an irresponsible citizen who honours her  

     country.   (        ) 

 

9. Life is difficult when you can have what you want. 

    (        ) 

 

10. Suzan‟s proverb means that we should always be  

      thankful no matter what happen.   (        ) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A-Read the following text and do the tasks below: 

(50 marks) 

Mariam was a teacher who wanted to motivate her 

students and make them do their best in the exam. 

So, she told them that she would give a simple and 

symbolic gift, which is a new pair of shoes, to the 

one whose marks are excellent. The children rejoiced 

over this challenge and they started writing 

diligently. After collecting the papers, the teacher 

was surprised to find that everyone had a full mark. 

She thought with her students of a suitable solution 

to whom she would give the gift. Each student wrote 

his name on a folded paper and put it in a box from 

which the teacher picked one. So, the paper would 

reveal the name of the winner. The teacher was 

touched when she found that all the students wrote 

the same name on all the papers so the gift would be 

given to a poor student they knew.  

 

 Choose the right answer (a ,b, or c )to complete 

the following :  

1. The children …………. the idea of the gift. 

      a- celebrated                     b- ignored  

      c- hated                             d- disliked 

2. The teacher was ………… to find that everyone 

had a full mark.  

      a- disappointed                 b- astonished  

      c- forgotten                       d- bored  

3. The paper will ……….. the name of the award‟s 

winner. 

      a- hide                                b- read  

      c- show                               d- cross out  

4. To be worthy of something: 

      a- deserve                           b- rejoiced 

      c- challenged                      d- diligently  

5. Showing care and effort in your work or duties:  

      a- deserve                           b- rejoiced 

      c- challenged                      d- diligently 
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25. Grandma remembers the time …………. radio 

shows were popular. 

    a)- where                           b)- when                                             

    c)- whose                           d)- which 

26. To be in charge of something: 

    a)- irresponsible               b)- responsible                    

    c)- boyish                          d)- baby 

27. She loves reading so she ……….. her free time in 

the library reading books. 

    a)- spent                             b)- was spending                 

    c)- spends                           d)- spend 

28. With joy and tears in ………. eyes, Nada came 

forward to get her award. 

    a)- her                                b)- she                           

    c)- his                                 d)- he 

29. I don‟t like that table ………. stands in my 

kitchen. 

    a)- whom                            b)- that                          

    c)- who                                d)- where 

30. The teacher thought “To …………. I will give the 

gift!” 

     a)- when                                b)- which                       

     c)- whom                              d)- whose 

D- Ask about the underlined words in each 

sentence: (40 marks) 

31. A: ……..……………………………………….? 

      B: Suzan spends her free time reading books.  

32. A: ……….……………………………………..? 

      B: The gift was new pair of shoes. 

33. A: ………………….…………………………..? 

      B: He arrived at seven when it was nearly dark. 

34. A: ………………….…………………………..? 

      B: Yes, the teacher was surprised to find that  

           everyone had a full mark. 

 E- Find the mistake in each sentence: (20 marks) 

35. Nada came forward where the shoes are. 

                              A          B           C       D 

 36. He asked the girl to some food.  

                            A    B    C      D 

 37. I went to the hospital whom my doctor worked.   

                      A                    B            C            D  

 38. She gave the prize to the student when marks  

                    A                        B                  C 
       were excellent.                   

                 D 

 F- Write a (50) word composition about the 

following topic: ( 40 marks) 

Your friend always cheats in the exam. Write 

about his behavior and give some advice. 

Good Luck 

C- Choose the correct answer: (200 marks) 

11. I told you about the woman ………… lost her 

bag. 

    a)- where                           b)- which                         

    c)- who                               d)- when 

12. I live in the city ……….. my friend studies. 

    a)- whom                            b)- when                          

    c)- where                           d)- whose 

13. She wanted to motivate her students and make 

………… do their best. 

    a)- they                               b)- them                         

    c)- their                              d)- theirs 

14. The teacher thought of ……… suitable solution. 

    a)- in                                   b)- a                               

    c)- an                                  d)- on 

15. The plan is designed to ………… workers to 

work efficiently. 

    a)- discourage                    b)- scare                              

    c)- motivate                        d)- kill 

16. She looks ………. ways to make her community 

a better place to live in. 

    a)- like                                b)- for                                   

    c)- at                                   d)- out 

17. The parents ……….. we interviewed were all 

involved in education. 

    a)- whose                            b)- which                                           

    c)- when                             d)- whom 

18. Martha has a brother …………. name is Manuel. 

    a)- whose                            b)- whom                                               

    c)- who                               d)- where 

19. Her parents couldn‟t afford to buy her new shoes 

……….. of their extreme poverty. 

    a)- but                                 b)- because                   

    c)- and                                d)- so 

20. To take part in something \ participate: 

    a)- contribute                     b)- contribution                  

    c)- give up                           d)- stop 

21. She believes that what is hard today, ………… 

be easy tomorrow. 

    a)- was                                b)- well                                 

    c)- were                               d)- will 

22. He didn‟t wait at the traffic light …………. was 

red. 

    a)- which                             b)- whom                     

    c)- whose                             d)- when 

23. The teacher returned home crying and told her 

husband what ………… 

    a)- happens                         b)- have happened 

    c)- had happened                d)- is happening 

24. She must understand her legal rights as well 

…….. her duties. 

    a)- as                                    b)- so                              

    c)- of                                     d)- at 
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 9
th

  Grade                                      Unit 9 - Exam Sample                        Name:                              

                                                                 2021-2022                                 Total Mark:400  

 Answer Key                                                ( A )                                      Time:1.30  

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

 

A-Read the following text and do the tasks below: 

Choose the right answer (a ,b, or c )to complete the following : (50 marks) 

1- a) celebrated                      2- b) astonished 3- c) show                                4- a) deserve                            5- d) diligently 

 

                                                                   

B- Read the following text and do the tasks below: (50 marks) 

6- T 7- T 8- F 9- F 10- T 

         

C- Choose the correct answer: (200 marks) 

11- c)- who                                12- c)- where                            13- b)- them                         14- b)- a                               15- c)- motivate                         

16- b)- for                                   17- d)- whom 18- a)- whose                             19- b)- because                   20- a)- contribute                      

21- d)- will 22- a)- which                              23- c)- had happened                 24- a)- as                                     25- b)- when                                             

26- b)- responsible                    27- c)- spends                            28- a)- her                                 29- b)- that                          30- c)- whom                               

                         

D- Ask about the underlined words in each sentence: (40 marks) 

31- How does Suzan spend her free time? 

32- What was the gift? 

33- When did he arrive? 

34- Was the teacher surprised to find that everyone had a full mark? 

 

E- Find the mistake in each sentence: (20 marks) 

35- D)- are → were 36- B)- to → for 

37- B)- whom → where 38- C)- when marks → whose marks 

 

 
F- Write a (50) word composition about the following topic: ( 40 marks) 

   Students‟ own answer. 
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  9
th

  Grade                                    Unit 10 - Exam Sample                    Name:                              

                                                                  2021-2022                               Total Mark:400  

                                                                       ( A )                                     
B- Read the following text and do the tasks below: 

 

Time is precious! We should never waste it in any 

way. People can spend a lot of time doing various 

things, but they can never get back the time they had 

spent. That is why most of successful people consider 

time more important and valuable than money. We all 

should use our time in productive ways. Time 

management helps you to attain more with less effort. 

The proverb, “killing time is not a murder; it‟s a 

suicide” is applicable for those who don‟t understand 

the value of time and don‟t respect it. Time is the 

greatest gift of God. Therefore, we should know how 

to invest it. 

 

 

 

 

Write true T or false F: (50 marks) 

 

6. Time is precious. We should waste it.   (        ) 

 

7. We should use our time in unproductive ways.    

     (        ) 

 

8. The proverb “killing time” is related to the people  

     who aren‟t aware of the value of time.   (        ) 

 

9. We should know how to use our time in a  

     beneficial way because it is the greatest gift of  

      God.   (        )   

       

10. Time management helps us to gain more with less  

       effort.   (        )   

       

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A-Read the following text and do the tasks below: 

(50 marks) 

Once, a king and a lazy man named Hani were very 

good friends. One morning, the king said,” why 

don‟t you work to earn some money?” Hani said, 

“No one offers me a job. My enemies told everyone 

that I never do any work in time.” The king said, 

“You can go into my treasury and collect as much 

wealth as you can, but you have to finish before 

sunset.” Hani happily told his wife who said, “Go 

and get the gold coins and gems now.” But Hani ate 

his lunch first and took a nap for an hour. Then in 

the late afternoon he went to the palace wasting time 

on the way. When Hani arrived at the palace, it was 

already sunset and the gates had been shut. Hani lost 

a golden chance because he hadn‟t learnt the value 

of time.  

 

 Choose the right answer (a ,b, or c )to complete 

the following :  

1. The king said “why don‟t you work to ………..  

    some money. 

      a- make                             b- give 

      c- waste                             d- lose 

2. “You can go into my treasury and collect as much  

     ………… as you can.  

      a- tickets                            b- money  

      c- jewellery                        d- b and c  

3. Finally, Hani reached the palace but the gates had  

    been ………… 

      a- opened                            b- closed  

      c- pushed                            d- pulled  

4. Hani lost a golden ……….. because he didn‟t  

    respect time. 

      a- match                             b- opportunity 

      c- medal                             d- ring  

5. The word „gems‟ means:  

      a- marble stones                b- iron stones 

      c- precious stones              d- plastic stones  
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24. „Have you read this book?‟ He asked me if I 

………… that book. 

    a)- read                                 b)- reads                                                             

    c)- am reading                      d)- had read 

25. “Killing time is not a murder; it‟s a suicide” this 

proverb is applicable for those ……… don‟t respect 

time. 

    a)- which                                b)- who                                    

    c)- when                                  d)- where 

26. In the end: 

    a)- first                                    b)- eventually                      

    c)- second                                d)- third                                        

27. „How much did the concert tickets cost?‟ She 

asked how much the concert tickets ………… 

    a)- costed                                 b)- costs                                

    c)- had cost                              d)- have cost 

28. She is a successful person. She knows how to use 

her time ………… 

    a)- worst                                   b)- efficiently                       

    c)- bad                                      d)- sadly 

29. Which word has the sound \u\:   

    a)- took                                     b)- blue                                 

    c)- rude                                     d)- fool 

30. Which word has the sound \u:\: 

     a)- cruel                                       b)- pull                                                        

     c)- put                                          d)- push   

D- Ask about the underlined words in each 

sentence: (40 marks) 

31. A: ……..……………………………………….? 

      B: He arrived at the palace after the sunset. 

32. A: ……….……………………………………..? 

      B: Sara likes the blue dress.  

33. A: ………………….…………………………..? 

      B: I have been to Paris. 

34. A: ………………….…………………………..? 

      B: Yes, you have to do all the work yourself.   

 E- Find the mistake in each sentence: (20 marks) 

35. Tom has plant different kinds of trees. 

                     A             B         C          D 

 36. He want to know whether I had enjoyed the festival. 

                 A          B         C                                     D 

 37. She likes read because books give her pleasure. 

                    A           B                      C            D 

 38. She asked me who that fantastic man has been. 

                         A    B               C                   D 

 F- Write a (50) word composition about the 

following topic: ( 40 marks) 

Write a diary about what you do to manage and 

organize your time, 

 

Good Luck 

C- Choose the correct answer: (200 marks) 

11. „Are you going to the party?‟ John asked me if I 

…………… to the party. 

    a)- was going                     b)- am going                                              

    c)- go                                  d)- went 

12. „Who was that fantastic man?‟ She asked me 

who that fantastic man ……….. 

    a)- was                                b)- had been                        

    c)- is                                    d)- has been 

13. People can spend ……….. time doing various 

things. 

    a)- many                              b)- a lot of                               

    c)- a few                               d)- any 

14. Hani was so happy ………. rushed home to tell 

his wife. 

    a)- but                                  b)- so                                        

    c)- and                                  d)- for 

15. He felt hot so he sat under a tree to rest and 

……….. some water. 

    a)- drank                              b)- drink                                  

    c)- drinks                              d)- drunk 

16. I had a very …………. day; I finished the whole 

work. 

    a)- boring                              b)- lazy                               

    c)- productive                       d)- bad 

17. She asked me if I was ……….. there. 

    a)- living                                b)- lives                                 

    c)- lived                                 d)- live 

18. „Do you know him?‟ He asked me whether I 

………… him. 

    a)- known                              b)- knows                              

    c)- knew                                d)- know 

19. If you master the technique of managing time, 

you ………. achieve anything in your life. 

    a)- does                                 b)- would                                 

    c)- can                                   d)- could 

20. Being productive doesn‟t ………. that we have 

to be involved in multiple tasks at the same time. 

    a)- means                              b)- meaning                             

    c)- mean                                d)- meant 

21. Most of our students …………. high grades in 

the final exam. 

    a)- give                                   b)- pay                                                               

    c)- attain                                d)- spend 

22. It‟s against my ……… to lie. 

    a)- car                                    b)- principle                                           

    c)- respect                             d)- think 

23. He met an old friend and chatted with ……….. 

for some time. 

    a)- they                                  b)- them                                    

    c)- he                                     d)- him 
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9
th

  Grade                                      Unit 10 - Exam Sample                    Name:                              

                                                                 2021-2022                                 Total Mark:400  

 Answer Key                                                ( A )                                      Time:1.30  

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

 

A-Read the following text and do the tasks below: 

Choose the right answer (a ,b, or c )to complete the following : (50 marks) 

1- a) make 2- d) b and c 3- b) closed 4- b) opportunity 5- c) precious stones 

 

                                                                   

B- Read the following text and do the tasks below: (50 marks) 

6- F 7-F 8- F 9- T 10- T 

         

C- Choose the correct answer: (200 marks) 

11- a)- was going 12- b)- had been                        13- b)- a lot of                               14- c)- and 15- b)- drink                                  

16- c)- productive 17- a)- living 18- c)- knew 19- c)- can 20- c)- mean 

21- c)- attain 22- b)- principle                                           23- d)- him 24- d)- had read 25- b)- who                                    

26- b)- eventually 27- c)- had cost                               28- b)- efficiently                       29- a)- took                                      30- a)- cruel                                        

                         

D- Ask about the underlined words in each sentence: (40 marks) 

31- When did he arrive at the palace? 

32- Which dress does Sara like? 

33- Where have you been?  

34- Do I have to do all the work myself? \ Do we have to do all the work ourselves? 

 

E- Find the mistake in each sentence: (20 marks) 

35- A)- has plant → has planted 36- A)- want to → wanted to 

37- A)- likes read → likes reading 38- D)- has been → had been 

 

 
F- Write a (50) word composition about the following topic: ( 40 marks) 

   Students‟ own answer. 
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                                                                       ( A )                                     
B- Read the following text and do the tasks below: 

 

If you look up at the stars, you might wonder if 

anyone is really out there. You might also wonder if 

they have found as many strange ways to 

communicate with each other as we have. The wish to 

communicate with the outer space has always been 

there in our minds. In the late 19
th

 and early 20
th

 

centuries the idea of wirelessly sending and receiving 

waves through the air was developed. In 1901, 

engineer Nicola Tesla made the astonishing claim that 

he was receiving radio communications from Mars. 

His story was picked up and reported in the press. Till 

now, radio signals were detected to look for life or 

civilizations out in the galaxy but none was proved. 

 

 

 

Write true T or false F: (50 marks) 

 

6. Thinking curiously about life in outer space and  

    communicate with them has always been in our  

     minds.    (        ) 

 

7. The idea of sending and receiving waves with  

     wires was developed in the late 19
th

 and early 20
th

  

     centuries.   (        ) 

 

8. Tesla‟s claim that he was receiving signals from  

     Mars was hard to believe.   (        ) 

 

9. Tesla‟s astonishing claim about radio signals from  

     Mars made a story for the press to report.   (        ) 

  

     

10. Radio signals were detected to look for life or  

      cultures out in the galaxy.   (        ) 
 

     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A-Read the following text and do the tasks below: 

(50 marks) 

Has anyone ever inspired you to change your life in 

a significant way that made you healthier, happier or 

more fulfiled? If so, then you understand how 

inspiration can create a positive difference in a 

person‟s life. There are many ways to inspire others, 

like showing people you care by questions such as 

“How are you today?” Keeping your promises is 

another way to inspire others. If you volunteer to 

help someone you need to keep your word.  

It is easy to criticise people, but that doesn‟t mean 

it‟s the right thing to do. Think about it: “How did 

you react when your intelligence was once insulted 

or made fun of it by someone?” Whether the 

criticism was justified or not, sure you would get 

upset. No one likes to be criticized. So if you don‟t 

have anything positive to say, don‟t say it at all. 

 

 Choose the right answer (a ,b, or c )to complete 

the following :  

1. ……… can create a positive difference in a  

    person‟s life. 

      a- Solution                         b- Station 

      c- Motivation                     d- Salvation 

2. Keeping your promises when you ………. help  

    without getting paid for it, that‟s important. 

      a- get                                   b- make  

      c- pay                                   d- offer  

3. An example of criticising people is ………..  

    someone‟s intelligence.  

      a- disrespecting                   b- honoring   

      c- making fun of                  d- a and c 

4. “important enough to be noticed” means: 

      a- significant                         b- justified 

      c- criticised                           d- inspired  

5. “having an acceptable reason” means:  

      a- significant                         b- justified 

      c- criticised                           d- inspired  
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24. Many plays were ………… by Shakespeare. 

    a)- writing                            b)- write                               

    c)- written                            d)- wrote 

25. The Media ……… by the idea of communicating 

with Mars. 

    a)- was captured                   b)- were captured 

    c)- capture                             d)- is capturing 

26. The opposite of “ambiguous” is: 

    a)- hidden                              b)- lost                                        

    c)- clear                                  d)- found 

27. Everything that exists (planets, stars, space, etc.): 

    a)- world                                b)- country                                  

    c)- city                                    d)- universe 

28. You should be honest ………… earn people‟s 

trust. 

    a)- for                                      b)- to                                          

    c)- because                              d)- at 

29. The word “torn” has the sound: 

    a)- /ʌ/                                        b)- /Ɔ:/                            

    c)- /æ/                                       d)- /Ɔ/ 

30. Which word has the sound / Ɔ /: 

     a)- cock                                     b)- short                                       

     c)- port                                     d)- born 

D- Ask about the underlined words in each 

sentence: (40 marks) 

31. A: ……..……………………………………….? 

      B: John wrote an article entitled “A Signal from  

          Mars”. 

32. A: ……….……………………………………..? 

      B: Fred paid 200000SYP for his new mobile. 

33. A: ………………….…………………………..? 

      B: My mother told me hundred times to do my    

          homework.  

34. A: ………………….…………………………..? 
      B: Yes, it is possible to detect signals from outer space.   

 E- Find the mistake in each sentence: (20 marks) 

35. A new bridge is build by our company last year. 

              A                B                     C                  D 

 36. Anna and Peter last meet at Cathy‟s graduation party. 

                   A                   B      C                           D 

 37. Show your family that yours care about them. 

          A            B                       C               D 

 38. What a wonderful world we live in this days! 

          A                  B                   C          D 

 F- Write a (50) word composition about the 

following topic: ( 40 marks) 

You have a friend from another planet. Write an 

email to him to tell him about your life on Earth. 

 

Good Luck 

 

C- Choose the correct answer: (200 marks) 

11. Customers ………… at the party yesterday by 

waiters. 

    a)- were served                    b)- serves                             

    c)- is served                         d)- are serving 

12. The whole story ………….. in a few days. 

    a)- was forgotten                 b)- forgot                               

    c)- is forgetting                    d)- forgets 

13. Everyone can hear the words we say, but not 

many people can understand the meaning ……… 

them. 

    a)- on                                    b)- next to 

    c)- behind                             d)- up 

14. New methods of searching for communications 

from space ………… too. 

    a)- are offering                     b)- was offered 

    c)- were offered                    d)- offers 

15. You should be positive and capable ……….. 

inspiring others. 

    a)- off                                     b)- at                                          

    c)- at                                      d)- of 

16. The opposite of “familiar” is: 

    a)- same                                 b)- look like                               

    c)- strange                             d)- similar 

17. The sundial ………… by the ancient humans. 

    a)- was develop                     b)- develops                           

    c)- was developed                 d)- is developing 

18. If a person you know tells you a secret, it 

……….. between you and him. 

    a)- is staying                          b)- stayed                              

    c)- stays                                 d)- stay 

19. To talk about someone‟s faults: 

    a)- criticise                            b)- praise                                    

    c)- motivate                           d)- encourage 

20. Make ………. eye contact if someone talks to 

you. 

    a)- an                                     b)- a                                                                       

    c)- the                                    d)- to 

21. Life has many examples of promises that are 

kept to ………. many people‟s lives. 

    a)- was saved                        b)- save                                  

    c)- saves                                d)- are saving 

22. My friend received a birthday card by ……….. 

last week. 

    a)- me                                    b)- he                                     

    c)- their                                 d)- my 

23. The government …………. a final solution to the 

problem. 

    a)- was reached                     b)- were reached 

    c)- reach                                d)- reached 
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9
th

  Grade                                      Unit 11 - Exam Sample                        Name:                              

                                                                 2021-2022                                 Total Mark:400  

 Answer Key                                                ( A )                                      Time:1.30  

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

 

A-Read the following text and do the tasks below: 

Choose the right answer (a ,b, or c )to complete the following : (50 marks) 

1- c) Motivation 2- d) offer 3- d) a and c 4- a) significant 5- b) justified 

 

                                                                   

B- Read the following text and do the tasks below: (50 marks) 

6- T 7- F 8- T 9- T 10- T 

         

C- Choose the correct answer: (200 marks) 

11- a)- were served                     12- a)- was forgotten                  13- c)- behind                              14- c)- were offered                     15- d)- of 

16- c)- strange                              17- c)- was developed                  18- c)- stays                                  19- a)- criticise                             20- a)- an                                      

21- b)- save                                  22- a)- me                                     23- d)- reached 24- c)- written                             25- a)- was captured                    

26- c)- clear                                   27- d)- universe 28- b)- to                                          29- b)- /Ɔ:/                            30- a)- cock                                      

                         

D- Ask about the underlined words in each sentence: (40 marks) 

31- Who wrote an article entitled “A Signal from Mars”? 

32- How much (money) did Fred pay for his new mobile? 

33- How many times did your mother tell you to do your homework? 

34- Is it possible to detect signals from outer space? 

 

E- Find the mistake in each sentence: (20 marks) 

35- B)- is build → was built 36- B)- last meet → last met 

37- C)- yours care → you care 38- D)- this → these 

 

 
F- Write a (50) word composition about the following topic: ( 40 marks) 

   Students‟ own answer. 
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                                                                       ( A )                                     
B- Read the following text and do the tasks below: 

 

Language is considered a very complex form of 

communication that occurs among humans who use 

words while talking to express their needs and they 

cry and make faces when they want to express 

feelings. Animals also show signs of communication 

such as a dog wagging its tail when excited. However, 

do animals have their language? Researchers say that 

animals don‟t have a true language like humans. 

However, they do communicate with each other with 

sounds and gestures. There is no doubt that animals 

communicate with each other to one degree or 

another in response to different motivations such as 

hunger. In conclusion, human language is creative 

and consists of unique characteristics that give us the 

ability to engage in intellectual and logical ways. 

 

 

Write true T or false F: (50 marks) 

 

6. Humans use words to show emotions and cry to  

     claim their needs.   (        ) 

 

7. Animals use sounds and gestures not to  

     communicate.   (        ) 

 

8. Human language characteristics are normal  

    with no logical ways.   (        )  

 

9. Animals‟ communication is a reaction of different  

      motivations such as hunger.   (        ) 

 

10. As a sign of communication, dogs shake their tails  

      when they are excited.   (        ) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A-Read the following text and do the tasks below: 

(50 marks) 

Body language refers to the nonverbal signals that 

we use to communicate. Our facial expressions and 

body movements convey volumes of information. 

For example, a smile can indicate approval or 

happiness. In some cases, our facial expressions may 

reveal our true feelings about a particular situation. 

While you say that you are yourself feeling fine, the 

look on your face may tell people otherwise. The 

expression on a person‟s face himself can even help 

determine if we trust or believe what he\she is 

saying. Facial expressions are also among the 

universal forms of body language. Some research 

suggest that deaf people may be especially skillful at 

picking up visual traits in the actions of others 

through their body language because they are trained 

on using sign and body language. 

 

 Choose the right answer (a ,b, or c )to complete 

the following :  

1. Body language like facial expressions ……….  

    ideas and feelings to other people. 

      a- read                                b- transport 

      c- delete                              d- hide 

2. Our facial expressions may reveal our ………..  

     feelings about a particular situation. 

      a- real                                  b- fake  

      c- love                                  d- hate  

3. Sometimes while you say that you are feeling fine,  

     the look on your face may tell people ………… 

      a- reality                              b- fiction   

      c- lies                                    d- the opposite 

4. “to find out the facts about something”: 

      a- indicate                             b- signals 

      c- determine                         d- deaf  

5. “physically unable to hear”:  

      a- indicate                             b- signals 

      c- determine                         d- deaf  
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25. Facial expressions are also among the universal 

forms of …………. language. 

    a)- body                                 b)- verbal             

    c)- talkative                           d)- spoken 

26. Freddy, you‟ll have to do your homework 

………….. 

    a)- your                                  b)- myself 

    c)- yourself                             d)- yours 

27. Humans …………faces when they want to 

express feelings. 

    a)- is making                          b)- makes             

    c)- has made                           d)- make 

28. Expressions may reveal ………… true feelings 

about a particular situation. 

    a)- him                                     b)- our             

    c)- theirs                                  d)- ours 

29. The word “command” means: 

    a)- sleep                                    b)- order            

    c)- kill                                       d)- move 

30. A reaction to something: 

     a)- a condition                         b)- a status             

     c)- a response                          d)- a place 

D- Ask about the underlined words in each 

sentence: (40 marks) 

31. A: ……..……………………………………….? 

      B: He cut wood for living. 

32. A: ……….……………………………………..? 

      B: Jane is going to wear a pink dress for the party  

          next week. 

33. A: ………………….…………………………..? 

      B: Adam is thanking Peter for his birthday card. 

34. A: ………………….…………………………..? 

      B: No, animals don‟t have a true language like  

          humans.   

 E- Find the mistake in each sentence: (20 marks) 

35. He ate much for lunch, don‟t he?  

      A           B          C           D 

 36. The party will been at a big hotel. 

              A             B       C        D 

 37. I wish that the pudding shall vanish immediately. 

                                 A           B       C            D 

 38. Alice and Doris collected the stickers theirselves. 

              A                    B               C               D 

 F- Write a (50) word composition about the 

following topic: ( 40 marks) 

Write a paragraph about an event or a celebration 

you‟ve been to or read about. 

 

Good Luck 

 

 

C- Choose the correct answer: (200 marks) 

11. Please give me that book. It is ……….. 

    a)- mine                                b)- my 

    c)- her                                  d)- herself 

12. John isn‟t very happy, ………… he? 

    a)- was                                  b)- does             

    c)- is                                      d)- doesn‟t 

13. A smile can indicate approval …………. 

happiness. 

    a)- but                                    b)- or             

    c)- at                                      d)- because 

14. The student was very …………; he gave a smart 

answer to a very difficult quiz. 

    a)- stupid                               b)- intellectual            

    c)- foolish                              d)- silly 

15. Arms and legs …………. can also be useful in 

conveying nonverbal information. 

    a)- its                                      b)- ourselves             

    c)- themselves                        d)- them 

16. To make ideas, feelings known to somebody: 

    a)- convey                               b)- kill            

    c)- don‟t show                        d)- hide 

17. Animals show signs of communication such 

……….. a bird singing a song.  

    a)- is                                        b)- as             

    c)- of                                       d)- at 

18. I looked at ………… for a long time. 

    a)- he                                       b)- my             

    c)- mine                                   d)- myself 

19. My father bought a new car. It is …………. 

    a)- him                                     b)- himself            

    c)- her                                      d)- ours 

20. Let‟s go to the party, …………? 

    a)- we shall                               b)- do we 

    c)- shall we                               d)- don‟t we 

21. Crossing legs away from another person may 

………… dislike. 

    a)- indicates                              b)- indicated            

    c)- indicating                            d)- indicate 

22. To become involved in an activity: 

    a)- to quit                                  b)- to engage            

    c)- to give up                             d)- to stop 

23. Dogs don‟t respond ………… actual words but 

the tone in which it is said. 

    a)- to                                           b)- in            

    c)- on                                          d)- with 

24. You like tea, ………… you? 

    a)- aren‟t                               b)- are            

    c)- don‟t                                d)- didn‟t 
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9
th

  Grade                                      Unit 12 - Exam Sample                     Name:                              

                                                                 2021-2022                                 Total Mark:400  

 Answer Key                                                ( A )                                      Time:1.30  

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

 

A-Read the following text and do the tasks below: 

Choose the right answer (a ,b, or c )to complete the following : (50 marks) 

1- b) transport 2- a) real 3- d) the opposite 4- c) determine 5- d) deaf 

 

                                                                   

B- Read the following text and do the tasks below: (50 marks) 

6- F 7- F 8- F 9- T 10- T 

         

C- Choose the correct answer: (200 marks) 

11- a)- mine 12- c)- is 13- b)- or             14- b)- intellectual            15- c)- themselves 

16- a)- convey 17- b)- as             18- d)- myself 19- d)- ours 20- c)- shall we 

21- d)- indicate 22- b)- to engage            23- a)- to                                            24- c)- don‟t 25- a)- body 

26- c)- yourself 27- d)- make 28- b)- our             29- b)- order            30- c)- a response 

                         

D- Ask about the underlined words in each sentence: (40 marks) 

31- What did he do for living? \ How did he make living? 

32- When is Jane going to wear a pink dress? 

33- Who is thanking Peter for his birthday card? 

34- Do animals have a true language like humans? 

 

E- Find the mistake in each sentence: (20 marks) 

35- D)- don‟t → didn‟t 36- B)- will been → will be 

37- B)- shall → should 38- D)- theirselves → themselves 

 

 
F- Write a (50) word composition about the following topic: ( 40 marks) 

   Students‟ own answer. 
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th

  Grade                                  Review 2 - Exam Sample                     Name:                              

                                                                  2021-2022                               Total Mark:400  

                                                                       ( A )                                     
B- Read the following text and do the tasks below: 

(50 marks) 

Most people are curious about different countries and 

their cultures. So, some tend to make friends from all 

around the world. To make friends, we only have to 

sign up to a pen pal website under the supervision of 

parents. When we create a profile, we will be asked to 

fill out basic details about ourselves; like our 

interests, the country we are from and our birth date. 

Through this website, we will be able to have 

conversations with new friends in different countries, 

so learning another language can help us build bonds 

with people that speak foreign languages.  

Being a nice parson and willing to learn about new 

experiences will help you make friends wherever you 

go. If we have the chance to travel one day, we may 

meet these friends face to face. 

 

 

 

Write true T or false F: 

 

6. Some people tend to gain friends from all around  

    the world.  (          ) 

 

7. Signing up to the pen friend website doesn‟t  have  

     to be under parent‟s supervision.  (          ) 

 

8. In the website, we will be able to chat with new  

    friends from different countries.  (          ) 

 

9. Learning foreign languages helps us make  

    friendship with other people.  (          ) 

 

10. One day when we travel, we may meet our pen  

      friends in person.  (          ) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A-Read the following text and do the tasks below: 

(50 marks) 

It‟s not always easy to be a good son. Sometimes, 

you make a mistake and can‟t find a way to fix it. 

There are many ways to be good. One way is 

showing love to your family. Your parents love you 

and want to know what‟s going on in your life; such 

as your struggles with your studies and problems 

you‟re having with your friends. Your parents will 

appreciate that you value their opinion. So, don‟t be 

afraid to ask for their advice. A second way is to be 

kind to your siblings. It‟s sometimes difficult to get 

along with your siblings, but you should try to 

develop relationships with them. A third way is to do 

as well in school as you can. Your parents will be 

happy if you respect your teachers, do your 

homework and keep your grades up. The thing that 

will please your parents the most is to see their 

children growing into happy, responsible adults. 

 

 Choose the right answer (a ,b, or c )to complete 

the following :  

1. Sometimes, you make a mistake and can‟t find a  

     way to ………… 

      a- make it right                   b- destroy it 

      c- run away                         d- vanish 

2. One way to be good is to be kind to your ……… 

      a- friends                              b- brother  

      c- sister                                 d- both (b) and (c)  

3. Another way is to do………… at school. 

      a- your worst                        b- your best   

      c- your homework               d- your laundry  

4. Your parents will be pleased when they see their  

     children becoming responsible ………….. 

      a- kids                                   b- mothers 

      c- grown-ups                         d- boys  

5. “to get along with” means:  

     a- to have a friendly relationship with someone                             

     b- to have bad links with others 

     c- to be as mean as you can to people                          

     d- not to have connections with anybody  
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25. The bell ……….. a few minutes ago by the 

children. 

    a)- is ringing                          b)- rings                         

    c)- was rung                           d)- ring 

26. I‟m at work. I wish I ………… at work. 

    a)- weren‟t                             b)- am not 

    c)- wasn‟t                               d)- was 

27. The fruit, ………….. is on the table, isn‟t fresh. 

    a)- when                                 b)- whose                        

    c)- which                                d)- who 

28. Your parents will ………… happy if you respect 

your teachers. 

    a)- are                                     b)- be                 

    c)- been                                  d)- being 

29. ……………. friends from all over the world is 

easy nowadays. 

    a)- Makes                               b)- Made                

    c)- Making                             d)- Make 

30. It‟s important to learn ………… language.  

     a)- their                                  b)- they                         

     c)- them                                 d)- there  

D- Ask about the underlined words in each 

sentence: (40 marks) 

31. A: ……..……………………………………….? 

      B: Being a nice person can help you make new   

          friends.  

32. A: ……….……………………………………..? 

      B: I‟ve been a friend with Sami for three years. 

33. A: ………………….…………………………..? 

      B: Sami my pen friend can speak four languages. 

34. A: ………………….…………………………..? 

      B: Yes, I‟ve got a friend from another country. 

 E- Find the mistake in each sentence: (20 marks) 

35. A chocolate cake is baking yesterday by the chef. 

                    A                            B              C      D 

 36. He sent a email to his brother in Homs. 

           A           B               C               D 

 37. I like classical music when I was at school. 

         A               B              C              D 

 38. The wild animals killed two man yesterday. 

                     A               B          C            D 

 F- Write a (50) word composition about the 

following topic:  (40 marks) 

Write a letter to a pen pal who is living abroad. 

 

 

Good Luck 

C- Choose the correct answer: (200 marks) 

11. My teacher wondered if I …………. any sports 

at university. 

    a)- played                             b)- am playing               

    c)- play                                 d)- plays 

12. We shouldn‟t be limited to friends living in 

…………. neighbourhood. 

    a)- our                                  b)- we                            

    c)- theirs                              d)- ours 

13. Cars pollute the environment, …………? 

    a)- doesn‟t it                        b)- did they                    

    c)- don‟t they                      d)- are they 

14. “how much something is worth”: 

    a)- spend                               b)- gain               

    c)- afford                              d)- value 

15. The mistakes …………. by the teacher. 

    a)- are correcting                 b)- corrects                  

    c)- have correct                    d)- were corrected 

16. Without thinking I …………. into the house, but 

it was no good. 

    a)- want                                  b)- go                  

    c)- went                                  d)- gone 

17. I don‟t have a car. I wish I ………… a car. 

    a)- have                                   b)- had                  

    c)- was                                     d)- have had 

18. They may not want to know everything, ……….. 

they would love to know what‟s in your mind. 

    a)- so                                       b)- until                 

    c)- but                                     d)- before 

19. The television, ……….. was bought 20 years 

ago, was, stolen. 

    a)- whom                                 b)- who                          

    c)- which                                 d)- where 

20. …………. people are curious about different 

countries. 

    a)- Much                                 b)- Most               

    c)- Any                                    d)- A little 

21. Using the internet makes you learn …………. 

new experiences. 

    a)- about                                 b)- in               

    c)- out                                     d)- of 

22. He asked me how old my father …………. when 

I had gone to school. 

    a)- had be                               b)- is                              

    c)- had been                           d)- has been 

23. I am good at math, ………….? 

    a)- am I                                    b)- isn‟t he 

    c)- aren‟t I                               d)- I am 

24. Smoke and flames ………….. coming out of the 

upstairs windows. 

    a)- does                                     b)- have                 

    c)- had                                      d)- were 
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9
th

  Grade                                  Review 2 - Exam Sample                      Name:                              

                                                                 2021-2022                                 Total Mark:400  

 Answer Key                                                ( A )                                      Time:1.30  

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
A-Read the following text and do the tasks below: 

Choose the right answer (a ,b, or c )to complete the following : (50 marks) 

1- a) make it right 2- d) both (b) and (c) 3- b) your best   4- c) grown-ups 5- a) to have a friendly 

relationship with 

someone                            

                                                                   

B- Read the following text and do the tasks below: (50 marks) 

6)- T 7)- F 8)- T 9)- T 10)- T 

         

C- Choose the correct answer: (200 marks) 

11- a)- played 12- a)- our 13- c)- don‟t they 14- d)- value 15- d)- were corrected 

16- c)- went 17- b)- had                  18- c)- but 19- c)- which 20- b)- Most               

21- a)- about 22- c)- had been 23- c)- aren‟t I 24- d)- were 25- c)- was rung 

26- a)- weren‟t 27- c)- which 28- b)- be                 29- c)- Making                              30- a)- their 

                         

D- Ask about the underlined words in each sentence: (40 marks) 

31- What can help you make new friends? 

32- How long have you been a friend with Sami? 

33- How many languages can Sami speak? 

34- Have you got a friend from another country? 

 

E- Find the mistake in each sentence: (20 marks) 

35- B)- (is baking yesterday → was baked yesterday) 36- B)- (a email → an email) 

37- A)- (I like → I liked) 38- C)- (two man → two men) 

 

 
F- Write a (50) word composition about the following topic: ( 40 marks) 

   Students‟ own answer. 
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9
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 Grade                                              Midyear Exam                   Name:                              

                                                                  2021-2022                       Total Mark:400  

                                                                       ( A )                             
B- Read the following text and do the tasks below: 

 

Many successful people with Down‟s Syndrome have  

proved they have been really good at making  

decisions and they achieved their aims. For an  

example, Sujeet Desai from Buffalo is a famous 

musician who can play seven instruments. His 

greatest achievement was his 2015 performance at  

Carnegie Hall. Another example, Pablo Pineda is an  

actor and educator known for being the first European 

with Down Syndrome who mad decision to obtain a  

university degree. Although he still acts, Pineda is  

currently working on implementing an international  

strategy to increase employment opportunities for  

people with disabilities. People can make the right  

decision if they are well-trained and if they intend to  

do so.  

 

Write true T or false F: (50 marks) 

6. Pablo Pineda is an actor and teacher. (         ) 

7. People with Down‟s Syndrome aren‟t good at  

    making decisions. (        ) 

8. People can make the wrong decision if they are  

     well-trained and if they intend to do so. (        ) 

9. Sujeet Desai‟s worst achievement was his 2015  

    performance at Carnegie Hall. (        ) 

10. Pineda is working on a strategy to increase disable  

      people‟s working opportunities. (        ) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A-Read the following text and do the tasks below: 

Life in the future will be very different.  

Futurologists predict that life will probably be very  

different in all the fields of activity. I think that in  

the future we‟ll have more comfortable life. This  

will be obvious in all aspects of life. As for  

education, e-books will replace traditional books,  

robots will replace teachers and students won‟t have  

to go to schools every day as they will study at home 

through online teaching. On the other hand, health 

will improve a swell. New medicines will help 

people get better and scientists and researchers are  

going to find cure to many diseases like Aids and 

Cancer. So people will live longer. 

  

Choose the right answer (a ,b, or c )to complete 

the following : (50 marks) 

1. In the future, e-books will replace ………, robots  

    will replace teachers. 

      a- new books                 b- classical books 

      c- traditional articles   d- old newspapers 

2. In my opinion, life will be comfortable and that  

     will be obvious in ………….. of life. 

      a- some aspects             b- a few areas  

      c- all fields                    d- much aspects 

3. As for health, ………….will help people get  

    better. 

      a- modern drugs          b- old medicines 

      c- new diseases             d- new illnesses    

4. „replace‟ means: 

      a- exchange                   b- keep 

      c- take the place of       d- both (a) and (c) 

5. „Futurologists‟ means: 

      a- people who explain the future 

      b- people who make cakes 

      c- people forecast the future 

      d- people who teach lessons 
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24. We make thousands of decisions …………. day. 

    a)- in                                b)- of                               

    c)- a                                 d)- on 

25. ………….. houses are big. 

    a)- This                            b)- Those                   

    c)- Theirs                        d)- That 

26. They started recording the books of the 9
th

 

………. the 12
th

 grades. 

    a)- and                             b)- so                           

    c)- as                                d)- but 

27. There aren‟t ………….. students in the library. 

    a)- a little                         b)- any                        

    c)- much                          d)- some 

28. Cycling is a totally …………. form of transport. 

    a)- sustain                        b)- sustainable  

    c)- sustained                    d)- sustaining               

29. The word “cab” has the vowel: 

    a)- /æ/                                b)- /e/                                        

    c)- /ʌ/                                 d)- /a:/ 
30. The sound /ʌ/ is in the word: 

     a)- rag                                   b)- truck                                  

     c)- bird                                 d)- shirt 

D- Ask about the underlined words in each 

sentence: (40 marks) 

31. A: ……..……………………………………….? 

      B: People will live easily and cheaply on the  

          moon. 

32. A: ……….……………………………………..? 

      B: The manager was holding a meeting at 7:00 

pm yesterday. 

33. A: ………………….…………………………..? 

      B: There are five oceans in the world. 

34. A: ………………….…………………………..? 

      B: Yes, he is learning to play an instrument. 

E- Find the mistake in each sentence: (20 marks) 

35. I am happy to get birth in these family. 

        A       B              C                  D 

36. She gave a greatest performance of her career. 

                A          B               C                    D 

37. He decide to fight until the last breath. 

               A          B        C             D 

38. The students brought the trees to plant him. 

              A             B             C            D 

F- Write a (50) word composition about the 

following topic: ( 40 marks) 

Write about a decision you have made. 

- What was your decision about? 

- When did you make it? 

- What was the result? 

- How did you feel about it? 

 

Good Luck 

C- Choose the correct answer: (200 marks) 

11. The kitchen is really dirty! So …………….. the 

dishes now! And vacuum the floor. 

    a)- does                            b)- do 

    c)- done                           d)- doing                                  

12. She had a problem in the bank, so she 

…………… to meet the manager. 

    a)- is asking                    b)- asks                           

    c)- asked                         d)- ask 

13. Life in the future …………. be very different. 

    a)- was                            b)- going to              

    c)- were                          d)- will 

14. She misses him! She ……………….. him for a 

long time. 

    a)- haven‟t seen             b)- has seen   

    c)- hasn‟t seen               d)- sees             

15. The kids don‟t even …………….. they are 

learning. 

    a)- knows                       b)- know    

    c)- is knowing                d)- knew                       

16. If the operation …………. successful, he would 

be completely cured. 

    a)- was                           b)- were 

    c)- is                               d)- are                       

17. The phone ………….. when they were having 

lunch. 

    a)- rang                         b)- rings                        

    c)- is ringing                 d)- ring 

18. She ………….. a newspaper upstairs now. 

    a)- reads                        b)- is reading                

    c)- read                          d)- was reading                                                                                                                                                  

19. I …………….. my pen. I am unable to do my 

exercise. 

    a)- have loose                b)- loses                   

    c)- have lost                   d)- has lost 

20. ……………… warmly so you don‟t get cold 

outside. It‟s snowing! 

    a)- Dress                         b)- Dressed                       

    c)- Dressing                    d)- Dresses 

21. My family is ………….. extended family where 

my uncles, aunts, cousins, etc. live together. 

    a)- an                               b)- a                             

    c)- the                              d)- none 

22. Tonight we …………… have a birthday party 

for my mother.  

    a)- was                            b)- are going to        

    c)- were going to            d)- will 

23. Students ………….. have to go to schools 

because of on-line teaching.  

    a)- are going to               b)- will                          

    c)- would                         d)- won‟t 
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 Answer Key                                                ( A )                                      Time:1.30  

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 
A-Read the following text and do the tasks below: 

Choose the right answer (a ,b, or c )to complete the following : (50 marks) 

1- b) classical books 2- c) all fields                     3- a) modern drugs           4- d) both (a) and (c) 5- c) people forecast 

the future 

                         

                                               
B- Read the following text and do the tasks below: 

Write true T or false F: (50 marks) 

6- ( T ) 7- ( F ) 8- ( F ) 9- ( F ) 10- ( T ) 

         

 
C- Choose the correct answer: (200 marks) 

11- b)- do 12- c)- asked                          13- d)- will 14- c)- hasn‟t seen                15- b)- know    

16- a)- was                            17- a)- rang                          18- b)- is reading                19- c)- have lost                    20- a)- Dress                          

21- a)- an                                22- b)- are going to        23- d)- won‟t 24- c)- a                                  25- b)- Those                   

26- a)- and                              27- b)- any                        28- b)- sustainable 29- a)- /æ/                                   30- b)- truck                                  

                         

 
D- Ask about the underlined words in each sentence: (40 marks) 

31- How will people live on the moon? 

32- What was the manager doing at 7:00 pm yesterday? 

33- How many oceans are there in the world? 

34- Is he learning to play an instrument? 

 

 
E- Find the mistake in each sentence: (20 marks) 

35- D)- these family → this family 36- B)- a greatest → the greatest 

37- A)- decide → decided  38- D)- to plant him → to plant them 

 
F- Write a (50) word composition about the following topic: ( 40 marks) 

   Students‟ own answer. 
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                                                                       ( B )                             
B- Read the following text and do the tasks below: 

 

Last year, there was a huge wildfire in my village 

which destroyed it. I was feeling sorry for what had  

happened. Then, I held a meeting with my teacher and  

my friends at school and decided to work hand in  

hand to help our village. We are its loyal children, so 

we brought 1000 trees to plant in the forest. And  

because the forest in our village has suffered from  

loggers who want to destroy our natural resources, we  

decided that we should advise them to stop doing that  

to protect our village “United we stand, divided we  

fall”. You have to be a hero and make a great decision 

for the sake of your homeland.  

 

 

Write true T or false F: (50 marks) 

6. There was a small wildfire in our village. (         ) 

7. The students brought the trees to sell them. (        ) 

8. The students are the loyal children of their village.  

    (        ) 

9. The motto of the villagers was “united we stand,  

    divided we feel”. (        ) 

10. The forest in our village has suffered from loggers  

       who won‟t destroy our natural resources. (        ) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A-Read the following text and do the tasks below: 

Some people think that autonomous vehicles will 

cause many problems that need to be solved before  

they are allowed to become a part of our daily lives.  

For example, driverless cars will increase  

unemployment. Thousands of drivers will lose their  

jobs if (they) are allowed to take over the roads.  

Another example, governments and cities will lose  

much money from parking, speeding fines and petrol  

taxes. And insurance companies will lose more than  

fifty percent of their income from car insurance. So  

autonomous vehicles may cause social chaos through  

unemployment, financial loss and lack of planning. 

  

 

Choose the right answer (a ,b, or c )to complete 

the following : (50 marks) 

1. Many problems should be solved before driverless  

    cars are …………. in our daily lives. 

      a- not allowed                b- declined 

      c- implemented             d- prohibited 

2. Autonomous vehicles may cause social ……….  

    through unemployment and financial loss. 

      a- order                         b- choice  

      c- discipline                  d- disorder  

3. The pronoun (they) in the text refers to: 

      a- driverless cars          b- employees  

      c- drivers                      d- governments    

4. „financial‟ means: 

      a- relating to food         b- emotional 

      c- rational                     d- relating to money 

5. „fines‟ means: 

      a- you are in a good status 

      b- money you have to pay as a punishment 

      c- super cars with high speed 

      d- one of many ways to say you are ok 
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25. Turning the Syrian curriculum into Braille will 

help Syrian students ………….. suffer from sight 

problems. 

    a)- who                             b)- which                  

    c)- what                            d)- where 

26. Anne was writing a letter while Steve ………….. 

the newspaper. 

    a)- read                             b)- was reading                           

    c)- reads                            d)- is reading 

27. Money is not …………… for happiness. 

    a)- requiring                     b)- require                        

    c)- required                       d)- requires 

28. I ………….. told you not to go near the water. 

     a)- did                               b)- gradually 

    c)- forgot                           d)- specifically             
29. The sound /ʌ/ is in the word: 

    a)- track                              b)- fat                                       

    c)- bus                                 d)- cat 

30. The word “art” has the vowel: 

     a)- /a:/                                    b)- /e/                                 

     c)- /ʌ/                                      d)- /æ/ 

D- Ask about the underlined words in each 

sentence: (40 marks) 

31. A: ……..……………………………………….? 

      B: It took him two years to become a millionaire. 

32. A: ……….……………………………………..? 

      B: This car belongs to Martin. 

33. A: ………………….…………………………..? 

      B: Truck drivers will be affected by driverless 

forms of transportation. 

34. A: ………………….…………………………..? 

      B: No, it is not easy for me to make a decision. 

E- Find the mistake in each sentence: (20 marks) 

35. Thomas has passed an behaviour test. 

                     A      B      C           D 

36. I have been in this city since next year. 

     A        B                C                     D 

37. How does the writer sees the future? 

      A       B        C          D 

38. John‟s decision seems to he like a tiny one.  

                       A          B       C              D 

F- Write a (50) word composition about the 

following topic: ( 40 marks) 

Write about your family. 

- Talk about its members. 

- How does your family think? 

- Do you feel lucky to get birth in your family? Why? 

- How do you spend time? 

Good Luck 

C- Choose the correct answer: (200 marks) 

11. She uses some of her winnings to train other 

teachers to …………. her approach. 

    a)- follows                       b)- follow 

    c)- followed                     d)- is following                                  

12. We have English lesson now. ………….. Arabic 

in class! 

    a)- Speak                         b)- Speaks                          

    c)- Don‟t speak               d)- Speaking 

13. Look at the clouds! It …………. rain. 

    a)- is going to                  b)- are              

    c)- were                           d)- will 

14. I …………… to spend my holidays in Wales last 

year. 

    a)- decides                       b)- decided 

    c)- am deciding               d)- decide 

15. It was ………… so heavily at the seaside. 

    a)- raining                       b)- rained    

    c)- rains                           d)- rain                       

16. …………. sun rises from the east. 

    a)- A                                 b)- An 

    c)- Of                               d)- The                       

17. They have a house. …………. house is big.      

    a)- Our                            b)- Their                        

    c)- Ours                          d)- Theirs 

18. Imagining …………. cities helps us understand 

how we want our future lives to look like. 

    a)- that                            b)- us                

    c)- these                          d)- this                                                                                                                                                 

19. She has already ……………. this film. 

    a)- seen                            b)- sees                   

    c)- saw                             d)- see 

20. Samer has ………… books. 

    a)- much                          b)- a little                       

    c)- any                             d)- some 

21. She doesn‟t have ………… friends. 

    a)- some                           b)- many                             

    c)- a little                         d)- much 

22. Nowadays they …………. sign language. 

    a)- learn                           b)- learned 

    c)- learns                         d)- are learning 

23. As she read the letter, his mother‟s eyes 

…………. tearful. 

    a)- are                               b)- is                          

    c)- were                            d)- was 

24. Housing problems will end. So everyone will 

have a place to live ………….. 

    a)- up                               b)- an                                 

    c)- in                                 d)- on 
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  Grade                                          Midyear Exam                             Name:                              

                                                                 2021-2022                                 Total Mark:400  

 Answer Key                                                ( B )                                      Time:1.30  

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 
A-Read the following text and do the tasks below: 

Choose the right answer (a ,b, or c )to complete the following : (50 marks) 

1- c) implemented 2- d) disorder 3- a) driverless 

         cars 

4- d) relating to money 5- b) money you have to 

pay as a punishment 

                         

                                               
B- Read the following text and do the tasks below: 

Write true T or false F: (50 marks) 

            6- ( F ) 7- ( F ) 8- ( T ) 9- ( F ) 10- ( F ) 

         

 
C- Choose the correct answer: (200 marks) 

11- b)- follow 12- c)- Don‟t speak 13- a)- is going to 14- b)- decided 15- a)- raining 

16- d)- The                       17- b)- Their                        18- c)- these                           19- a)- seen                             20- d)- some 

21- b)- many                             22- d)- are learning 23- d)- were 24- c)- in                                  25- a)- who                              

26- b)- was reading                           27- c)- required                        28- d)- specifically             29- c)- bus                                  30- a)- /a:/                                       

                         

 
D- Ask about the underlined words in each sentence: (40 marks) 

31- How long did it take him to become a millionaire? 

32- Who does this car belong to? \ Whose car is this? 

33- Who will be affected by driverless forms of transportation? 

34- Is it easy for you to make a decision? 

 

 
E- Find the mistake in each sentence: (20 marks) 

35- C)- an → a 36- D)- next year → last year 

37- D)- sees → see 38- C)- to he → to him 

 
F- Write a (50) word composition about the following topic: ( 40 marks) 

   Students‟ own answer. 
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                                                                       ( C )                             
B- Read the following text and do the tasks below: 

 

Sam walked into a cake shop to buy his daughter a 

birthday cake. It was about four o‟clock and the store  

usually closes at five. So he should make his mind  

quickly and decide what to buy. It was difficult for  

him to choose because all the cakes looked delicious  

and tasty. The chef asked Sam to hurry up because he  

wanted to close. But he couldn‟t decide yet and time  

was passing in vain. After that, the impatient chef  

asked Sam to leave. Sam walked out of the shop  

empty-handed feeling depressed and frustrated. Think  

of what happened to Sam. In the real world,  

sometimes we worry about making the wrong  

decision but the real danger is that we make no  

decision at all and end up going nowhere and doing  

nothing.  

 

 

Write true T or false F: (50 marks) 

6. Sam should make a decision quickly about what to  

    sell. (         ) 

7. The chef asked Sam to hurry up because it‟s about  

     time to close the shop. (        ) 

8. After a while, the patient chef asked Sam to leave.   

    (        ) 

9. Finally, Sam end up with nothing and felt very sad.  

    (        ) 

10. The real danger is that we make a decision and  

      end up going everywhere and doing everything.  

       (        ) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A-Read the following text and do the tasks below: 

Light initiative started with two people and now it 

includes more than 350 volunteers. They voluntarily  

record school and college books for the benefit of  

the visually impaired people. They started recording  

the books of the 9
th

 and the 12
th

 grades; they also  

record university books and references. Their aim is  

to meet the visually impaired people‟s actual needs.  

They use a Facebook page and a You Tube channel  

to publish the recordings in mp3 formats. Their  

services are absolutely free. It doesn‟t cost the  

visually impaired person anything. The target of  

Light Initiative is to bring some light into the  

visually impaired people‟s lives. 

  

Choose the right answer (a ,b, or c )to complete 

the following : (50 marks) 

1. Light initiative records school and college books  

    so visually impaired people can ………………. 

      a- sell them                   b- rewrite them 

      c- use them                   d- eat them 

2. Their ………. is to give visually impaired people  

     what they really want.  

      a- goal                           b- voluntarily   

      c- planning                   d- identity   

3. The visually impaired person doesn‟t have to  

     ……….. for the services of Light initiative.  

      a- pay taxes                  b- pay money  

      c- pay attention           d- pay a fine    

4. „references‟ means: 

      a- source of information     b- power source 

      c- financial resources          d- source of money 

5. „initiative‟ means: 

      a- a new idea to make things worse 

      b- a new way to make video games 

      c- an old thought of improving things 

      d- a new plan for handling a particular    

           problem 
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24. Don‟t forget to take your umbrella. It 

…………………. . 

    a)- is raining                    b)- rain 

    c)- rained                         d)- was raining 

25. He ………… football at 10 am yesterday. 

    a)- is playing                    b)- was playing                    

    c)- plays                            d)- played 

26. Edison was homeschooled …………… his 

mother‟s decision. 

    a)- by                                b)- about  

    c)- but                               d)- at                                     

27. In some way, living on the moon will be easier 

………… living on a space station. 

    a)- that                             b)- them                        

    c)- then                             d)- than 

28. Don‟t do anything you might ……………. 

     a)- collect                         b)- select 

     c)- regret                         d)- protect 

29. The long vowel /a:/ is in the word: 

    a)- hat                               b)- calm 

    c)- sad                               d)- mat 

30. The word “dad” has the vowel: 

     a)- /a:/                                  b)- /ʌ/                                

     c)- /æ/                                   d)- /e/ 

D- Ask about the underlined words in each 

sentence: (40 marks) 

31. A: ……..……………………………………….? 

      B: Each group will stay in the space city for six 

months. 

32. A: ……….……………………………………..? 

      B: I have one old sister and a younger brother. 

33. A: ………………….…………………………..? 

      B: I live in Damascus. 

34. A: ………………….…………………………..? 

      B: Yes, I have read some interesting books. 

E- Find the mistake in each sentence: (20 marks) 

35. Would you like to has an autonomous car? 

         A          B         C                  D 

36. He decided to fight until the last breth. 

               A          B        C             D 

37. He going to choose science, the branch he likes. 

             A                    B                    C             D 

38. A birds return to the island every morning. 

           A         B            C                  D 

F- Write a (50) word composition about the 

following topic: ( 40 marks) 

Write about your future job. 

- What would you like to be in the future? 

- Why did choose it? 

- How will it make a difference to your life and 

others‟ lives? 

Good Luck 

C- Choose the correct answer: (200 marks) 

11. ………….. after you eat a big meal. It‟s not a 

good idea. 

    a)- Exercise                     b)- Don‟t exercise 

    c)- Exercised                   d)- Exercises                                  

12. Does anyone know …………… answer? 

    a)- the                               b)- a                          

    c)- an                                d)- on 

13. John doesn‟t have ……………. money. 

    a)- many                           b)- some              

    c)- much                           d)- a few 

14. The accident has not caused …………. 

permanent damage.  

     a)- a lot                            b)- a few                

    c)- many                           d)- any 

15. I …………… to spend my holidays in Wales last 

year. 

    a)- deciding                      b)- decided 

    c)- decides                        d)- decide 

16. The world ………….. have a lot of problems 

with pollution. 

    a)- are going to                 b)- will                      

    c)- be going to                   d)- is doing 

17. Do you have insurance on ……………. house 

and its contents? 

    a)- your                             b)- you 

    c)- its                                 d)- hers 

18. They have …………… several awards. 

    a)- are winning                 b)- win               

    c)- wins                             d)- won 

19. Her methods …………… behavior. 

    a)- improves                      b)- improve                      

    c)- is improving                d)- was improved 

20. Some of their activities …………… about child 

protection. 

    a)- was                               b)- is                              

    c)- are                                d)- be 

21. ………….. houses are big. 

    a)- Those                           b)- That 

    c)- This                              d)- Theirs                  

22. There is ………….. milk left in the fridge. 

    a)- a few                             b)- any 

    c)- many                             d)- a little 

23. When I was talking to someone in the street, my 

mobile ………….. 

    a)- was ringing                   b)- rings 

    c)- rang                               d)- ring   
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 
A-Read the following text and do the tasks below: 

Choose the right answer (a ,b, or c )to complete the following : (50 marks) 

1- c)- use them 2- a)- goal                     3- b)- pay money 4- a)- source of 

information      

5- d)- a new plan for handling a 

particular problem 

                         

                                               
B- Read the following text and do the tasks below: 

Write true T or false F: (50 marks) 

6- ( F ) 7- ( T ) 8- ( F ) 9- ( T ) 10- ( F ) 

         

 
C- Choose the correct answer: (200 marks) 

11- b)- Don‟t exercise 12- a)- the                         13- c)- much 14- d)- any 15- b)- decided 

16- b)- will                      17- a)- your                              18- d)- won 19- b)- improve                      20- c)- are                                 

21- a)- Those                            22- d)- a little 23- c)- rang                                24- a)- is raining                     25- b)- was playing                    

26- a)- by                                 27- d)- than 28- c)- regret                          29- b)- calm 30- a)- /æ/ 

                         

 
D- Ask about the underlined words in each sentence: (40 marks) 

31- How long will each group stay in the space city? 

32- How many brothers and sisters do you have? 

33- Where do you live? 

34- Have you read some interesting books? 

 

 
E- Find the mistake in each sentence: (20 marks) 

35- C)- to has → to have 36- D)- the last breth → the last breath 

37- A)- He going to → He is going to 38- A)- A birds → The birds \ Birds 

 
F- Write a (50) word composition about the following topic: ( 40 marks) 

   Students‟ own answer. 
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                                                                       ( A )                             
B- Read the following text and do the tasks below: 

 

Someday people will live in space. By the end of this 

century, there will be a permanent settlements that 

will allow people to lead a normal life in space. In 

some way, living on the moon will be easier than 

living on a space station and it will be cheaper 

because people won‟t bring everything from the Earth 

by rockets. The space city will be like a gigantic glass 

wheel that will contain buildings and factories. Inside 

it, people won‟t live differently from small towns on 

the Earth. It will have air so that inhabitants can 

breathe and they won‟t need to wear special 

spacesuits inside the buildings. Scientists also believe 

that they will obtain water from a large ice lake on the 

moon. Life on the moon will be just the beginning. 

 

 

Write true T or false F: (50 marks) 

 

6. By the end of the last century, there will be  

    permanent settlements for people to live in space. 

   (        ) 

 

7. Living on the moon will be inexpensive because  

    people won‟t bring everything from the Earth by  

    rockets.   (        ) 

 

8. The space city will be huge and it will contain  

     buildings.   (        ) 

 

9. Inside the space city, people will live a similar life  

    to the life on the Earth.   (        ) 

 

10. Scientists won‟t get water from a large ice lake on  

       the moon.   (        ) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A-Read the following text and do the tasks below: 

Mariam was a teacher who wanted to motivate her 

students and make them do their best in the exam. 

So, she told them that she would give a simple and 

symbolic gift, which is a new pair of shoes, to the 

one whose marks are excellent. The children rejoiced 

over this challenge and they started writing 

diligently. After collecting the papers, the teacher 

was surprised to find that everyone had a full mark. 

She thought with her students of a suitable solution 

to whom she would give the gift. Each student wrote 

his name on a folded paper and put it in a box from 

which the teacher picked one. So, the paper would 

reveal the name of the winner. The teacher was 

touched when she found that all the students wrote 

the same name on all the papers so the gift would be 

given to a poor student they knew.  

 

 Choose the right answer (a ,b, or c )to complete 

the following :  

1. The children …………. the idea of the gift. 

      a- celebrated                     b- ignored  

      c- hated                             d- disliked 

2. The teacher was ………… to find that everyone  

     had a full mark.  

      a- disappointed                 b- astonished  

      c- forgotten                       d- bored  

3. The paper will ……….. the name of the award‟s  

     winner. 

      a- hide                                b- read  

      c- show                               d- cross out  

4. To be worthy of something: 

      a- deserve                           b- rejoiced 

      c- challenged                      d- diligently  

5. Showing care and effort in your work or duties:  

      a- deserve                           b- rejoiced 

      c- challenged                      d- diligently  
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24. He heard someone‟s …………… in the hall. 

    a)- goals                                   b)- chips                        

    c)- footsteps                            d)- dreams 

25. It can be for the homeless person you pass 

………… every day on the street. 

    a)- by                                        b)- buy                          

    c)- bye                                      d)- die 

26. Selifies are often shared on social media such 

……… Facebook and Twitter. 

    a)- as                                         b)- so                                     

    c)- like                                      d)- and 

27. On the Facebook page they announce that they 

finished …………….. book. 

    a)- its                                        b)- those                 

    c)- this                                     d)- these 

28. The word “torn” has the sound: 

    a)- /ʌ/                                        b)- Ɔ:                            

    c)- /æ/                                       d)- Ɔ               

29. The word „day‟ contains the sound: 

    a)- /u:/                                       b)- æ                               

    c)- /ŋ/                                        d)- ei 

30. The sound of /i:/ is in the verb: 

     a)- net                                          b)- lend                             

     c)- need                                       d)- hell 

D- Ask about the underlined words in each 

sentence: (40 marks) 

31. A: ……..……………………………………….? 
      B: We can use body language throughout the world. 
32. A: ……….……………………………………..? 

      B: Susan enjoys reading. 

33. A: ………………….…………………………..? 
      B: She took on extra work to increase her income. 
34. A: ………………….…………………………..? 

      B: Yes, irresponsible behaviour may cause people  

           to lose their lives. 

E- Find the mistake in each sentence: (20 marks) 

35. What is Mrs. Al-Hroub‟s teaching tools? 

        A    B             C                   D 
36. Tesla claimed that he receives messages from Mars. 

                                     A      B             C               D 

37. It is freeze today. It is going to snow soon. 

            A                             B           C      D 

38. These world is full of options available to us.  

               A         B            C                    D 

F- Write a (50) word composition about the 

following topic: ( 40 marks) 

Write about your life in twenty years‟ time. 

 

Good Luck 

C- Choose the correct answer: (200 marks) 

11. She also ………… it as her duty to build kids‟ 

characters. 

    a)- see                                     b)- sees 

    c)- saw                                    d)- seeing 

12. Good news! They ……………… enough money 

for the charity this year. 

    a)- have raised                       b)- haven‟t raised 

    c)- were raising                      d)- had raised 

13. I think that life in the future ………….. be easy 

and comfortable. 

    a)- be going to                        b)- will 

    c)- does                                   d)- are going to 

14. I have only ……………. coins in my pocket. 

    a)- a little                                b)- much                   

    c)- any                                    d)- a few             

15. „When has he met his friends?‟ My mother 

wanted to know when he ………… his friends. 

    a)- is meeting                         b)- met                        

    c)- meets                                 d)- had met                       

16. You like fish, …………. you? 

    a)- aren‟t                                 b)- are                            

    c)- don‟t                                  d)- didn‟t 

17. When Donny ………… the room, everyone was 

talking. 

    a)- enters                                 b)- enter                           

    c)- is entering                         d)- entered 

18. When some of the survivors were saved, they 

…………. in the icy water for hours. 

    a)- have been                          b)- has been                     

    c)- are                                     d)- had been 

19. She wishes she ……….. the train. 

    a)- takes                                  b)- had taken                         

    c)- has taken                          d)- take 

20. Is that the hospital ………… your brother 

works? 

    a)- where                                  b)- whose                                           

    c)- when                                   d)- who 

21. Laws of motion ………… by Newton. 

    a)- are discovering                  b)- was discovered              

    c)- were discovered                 d)- discovers 

22. Members in the scout group have to …………… 

the uniform in all the meetings. 

    a)- are wearing                         b)- wear                       

    c)- wears                                   d)- wore 

23. The girl looked at ………… in the mirror. 

    a)- herself                                 b)- her                           

    c)- she                                       d)- hers 
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

A-Read the following text and do the tasks below: 

Choose the right answer (a ,b, or c )to complete the following : (50 marks) 

1- a) celebrated 2- b) astonished 3- c) show 4- a) deserve 5- d) diligently 

 

                                                               

B- Read the following text and do the tasks below: (50 marks) 

6- F 7- T 8- T 9- T 10- F 

         

C- Choose the correct answer: (200 marks) 

11- b)- sees 12- a)- have raised 13- b)- will 14- d)- a few             15- d)- had met                       

16- c)- don‟t 17- d)- entered 18- d)- had been 19- b)- had taken                         20- a)- where 

21- c)- were discovered 22- b)- wear 23- a)- herself 24- c)- footsteps 25- a)- by 

26- a)- as 27- c)- this 28- b)- /Ɔ:/                            29- d)- /ei/ 30- c)- need 

                         

D- Ask about the underlined words in each sentence: (40 marks) 

31- Where can we \ you use body language? 

32- What does Susan enjoy? 

33- Why did she take on extra work? 

34- May irresponsible behaviour cause people to lose their lives? 

 

E- Find the mistake in each sentence: (20 marks) 

35- B)- is → are 36- B)- receives → received 

37- A)- It is freeze → It is freezing 38- D)- These world → This world 

 

 
F- Write a (50) word composition about the following topic: ( 40 marks) 

   Students‟ own answer. 
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                                                                       ( B )                             
B- Read the following text and do the tasks below: 

 

Language is considered a very complex form of 

communication that occurs among humans who use 

words while talking to express their needs and they 

cry and make faces when they want to express 

feelings. Animals also show signs of communication 

such as a dog wagging its tail when excited. However, 

do animals have their language? Researchers say that 

animals don‟t have a true language like humans. 

However, they do communicate with each other with 

sounds and gestures. There is no doubt that animals 

communicate with each other to one degree or 

another in response to different motivations such as 

hunger. In conclusion, human language is creative 

and consists of unique characteristics that give us the 

ability to engage in intellectual and logical ways. 

 

Write true T or false F: (50 marks) 

 

6. Humans make facial expressions to indicate their  

     emotions and use words to express their needs.    

     (        ) 

 

7. Animals move parts of their bodies to communicate    

     besides their sound.   (        ) 

 

8. Researchers say that animals have a real language  

     like humans.   (        )   

 

9. Animals‟ communication is a reaction of different  

      motivations such as hunger.   (        ) 

     

10. Human language characteristics are normal with   

      no logical ways.   (        )  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A-Read the following text and do the tasks below: 

We make thousands of decisions a day. Making a 

choice is easy. Choosing well takes knowledge and 

skills. You have many decision-making examples in 

daily life such as: deciding what to wear. Decision 

making is an on-going process in every aspect of 

life, large or small. The ability to make a decision 

and stick to it is the cornerstone of good leadership. 

Having critical thinking skills allows one to ascertain 

the problem and come up with a suitable and 

beneficial solution. Before taking a step, we must try 

to see where possible potholes are. This won‟t just 

make us stronger moving forward. It will also give 

us more determination and awareness about what we 

are deciding. 

  

 

Choose the right answer (a ,b, or c )to complete 

the following :  

1. Decision making is a ………. process in every  

     aspect of life. 

      a- past                               b- continuous  

      c- simple                           d- hard 

2. The ability to make a decision and stick to it, is  

     the ………… of good leadership skills. 

      a- base                               b- unimportant  

      c- worst                             d- minor  

3. Critical thinking allows us to ……….. the  

     problem and solve it. 

      a- hide                                b- lose  

      c- ignore                            d- find out    

4. “to continue doing something in a determined  

       way”: 

      a- knowledge                      b- potholes 

      c- beneficial                        d- stick 

5. “beneficial” means: 

      a- having a good affection 

      b- having a bad effect 

      c- having a good effect 

      d- having a bad impression 
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25. „Why are you crying?‟ He inquired why I 

……….. 

    a)- am crying                           b)- cry                                    

    c)- was crying                          d)- cries 

26. Focusing ……….. quality of sleep, athletes go to 

bed before 11 p.m. 

    a)- in                                         b)- on                              

    c)- off                                        d)- then 

27. He‟s hungry. He ……………. for four days. 

    a)- hasn‟t eaten                        b)- isn‟t eating               

    c)- eats                                      d)- has ate 

28. The diphthongs /ei/ is in the word: 

    a)- fat                                         b)- gaze                          

    c)- believe                                  d)- nine 

29. Which word has the sound / Ɔ: /: 

    a)- cork                                      b)- fox                           

    c)- pot                                         d)- spot 

30. The word “map” has the vowel: 

     a)- /e/                                               b)- /æ/                                        

     c)- /a:/                                             d)- /ʌ/ 

D- Ask about the underlined words in each 

sentence: (40 marks) 

31. A: ……..……………………………………….? 

      B: The operation costed only one pound. 

32. A: ……….……………………………………..? 

      B: He wakes up at 7oc‟clock on weekdays. 

33. A: ………………….…………………………..? 

      B: He was 30 years old when he invented the  

          phonograph. 

34. A: ………………….…………………………..? 

      B: No, animals don‟t have a true language like  

          humans.   

E- Find the mistake in each sentence: (20 marks) 

35. Jane decided to plant a smoll tree on her birthday. 

                     A           B             C                    D 

36. He asked her if she is coming to the party. 

                       A       B         C               D 

37. I had arrive at the station before the train left. 

            A                   B              C            D 

38. The billionaire shared an link to application details. 

                 A                B         C                     D 

F- Write a (50) word composition about the 

following topic: ( 40 marks) 

Write a letter to a pen pal who is living abroad. 

 

Good Luck 

C- Choose the correct answer: (200 marks) 

11. Here are some toys. They are ………….. 

    a)- your                                  b)- our                        

    c)- them                                  d)- yours 

12. He …………… studying Geography. 

    a)- didn‟t                                b)- isn‟t                           

    c)- doesn‟t                              d)- don‟t 

13. In Michael‟s opinion, ………….. weather in the 

cities will be cool. 

    a)- a                                        b)- the                        

    c)- an                                      d)- on 

14. John ………….. soda about a month and  a half 

ago. 

    a)- gives up                             b)- give up                            

    c)- gave up                              d)- given up 

15. Wife: ………… me when I am speaking. 

     Husband: Sorry. 

    a)- Interrupt                          b)- Interrupts                   

    c)- Please, don‟t interrupt       d)- Interrupted                       

16. “My mother was a great woman, she believed in me 

……….. made me one of the greatest inventors”. 

    a)- but                                     b)- so                                

    c)- the                                     d)- and 

17. He arrived at seven ………. it was nearly dark. 

    a)- which                                 b)- when                           

    c)- who                                    d)- whom 

18. Maram …………. a newspaper reporter before 

she became an ambassador. 

    a)- had been                            b)- is                              

    c)- has been                             d)- been 

19. I didn‟t graduate from university. I wish I 

……… from university. 

    a)- had graduated                  b)- has graduated            

    c)- graduates                          d)- graduated 

20. The sun ………….. from the East.  

    a)- rise                                     b)- rises                           

    c)- risen                                   d)- is rising 

21. I have a shirt. …………. shirt is blue. 

    a)- Mine                                  b)- Your                   

    c)- Yours                                d)- My 

22. The farmer‟s wagon …………… by the horses. 

    a)- was pulling                        b)- pulls                                

    c)- was pulled                          d)- pulled 

23. Let‟s go to the party, …………? 

    a)- we shall                              b)- do we                       

    c)- shall we                              d)- don‟t we 

24. Have you read …………… interesting books? 

    a)- that                                    b)- any                     

    c)- much                                 d)- a little 
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  Grade                                             Exam Sample                             Name:                              

                                                                Final Exam                               Total Mark:400  

 Answer Key                                                ( B )                                      Time:1.30  

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

A-Read the following text and do the tasks below: 

Choose the right answer (a ,b, or c )to complete the following : (50 marks) 

1- b) continuous 2- a) base 3- d) find out    4- d) stick 5- c) having a good effect 

 

                                                               

B- Read the following text and do the tasks below: (50 marks) 

6- T 7- T 8- F 9- T 10- F 

         

C- Choose the correct answer: (200 marks) 

11- d)- yours 12- b)- isn‟t                           13- b)- the                        14- c)- gave up 15- c)- Please, don‟t interrupt        

16- d)- and 17- b)- when                           18- a)- had been 19- a)- had graduated 20- b)- rises                           

21- d)- My 22- c)- was pulled 23- c)- shall we 24- b)- any                     25- c)- was crying 

26- b)- on                              27- a)- hasn‟t eaten 28- b)- gaze                          29- a)- cork 30- b)- /æ/                                        

                         

D- Ask about the underlined words in each sentence: (40 marks) 

31- How much did the operation cost? \ How much money did the operation cost? 

32- What time \ When does he wake up on weekdays? 

33- How old was he when he invented the phonograph? 

34- Do animals have a true language like humans? 

 

E- Find the mistake in each sentence: (20 marks) 

35- C)- a smoll tree → a small tree 36- C)- is coming → was coming 

37- A)- I had arrive → I had arrived 38- C)- an link → a link 

 

 
F- Write a (50) word composition about the following topic: ( 40 marks) 

   Students‟ own answer. 
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  Grade                                            Exam Sample                     Name:                              

                                                                 Final Exam                     Total Mark:400  

                                                                       ( C )                             
B- Read the following text and do the tasks below: 

 

On March 27, 2013, John Sweeney, a plumper from 

Ireland, started a Facebook page called Suspended 

Coffee. His message was simple: Buy a cup of coffee 

for a stranger, because an act of kindness can change 

a life and make a difference. Suspended coffee 

customers buy coffee, they also pay in advance for a 

cup to be given to somebody who couldn‟t afford it. 

You can buy it for anyone in need. It can be for the 

homeless person you pass by every day on the street, 

a stressed student in the middle of exams, a mother of 

children who can‟t afford coffee. It may be a well-

dressed man whom you may not think from his 

appearance that he‟s in need but he may be in his 

third month of job hunting. It‟s not up to us to judge - 

if someone asks, then they‟re in need - no CV 

required. 

 

 

Write true T or false F: (50 marks) 

 

6. Buy a cup of coffee for a ranger because an act of  

    kindness can make a difference.   (        ) 

 

7. The idea of “suspended coffee” is to pay in  

    advance for a cup of coffee to someone who don‟t  

    have enough money to buy it.   (        ) 

 

8. You can sell a cup of coffee to anyone in need.        

    (        ) 

 

9. The coffee can be for a person living on the street  

     with no home.   (        ) 

 

10. It‟s up to us to judge if someone asks, then they  

      are in need.   (        ) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A-Read the following text and do the tasks below: 

It‟s not always easy to be a good son. Sometimes, 

you make a mistake and can‟t find a way to fix it. 

There are many ways to be good. One way is 

showing love to your family. Your parents love you 

and want to know what‟s going on in your life; such 

as your struggles with your studies and problems 

you‟re having with your friends. Your parents will 

appreciate that you value their opinion. So, don‟t be 

afraid to ask for their advice. A second way is to be 

kind to your siblings. It‟s sometimes difficult to get 

along with your siblings, but you should try to 

develop relationships with them. A third way is to do 

as well in school as you can. Your parents will be 

happy if you respect your teachers, do your 

homework and keep your grades up. The thing that 

will please your parents the most is to see their 

children growing into happy, responsible adults. 

 

 Choose the right answer (a ,b, or c )to complete 

the following :  

1. Sometimes, you make a mistake and can‟t find a  

     way to ………… 

      a- make it right                   b- destroy it 

      c- run away                         d- vanish 

2. One way to be good is to be kind to your ……… 

      a- friends                              b- brother  

      c- sister                                 d- both (b) and (c)  

3. Another way is to do………… at school. 

      a- your worst                        b- your best   

      c- your homework               d- your laundry  

4. Your parents will be pleased when they see their  

     children becoming responsible ………….. 

      a- kids                                   b- mothers 

      c- grown-ups                         d- boys  

5. “to get along with” means:  

     a- to have a friendly relationship with someone                             

     b- to have bad links with others 

     c- to be as mean as you can to people                          

     d- not to have connections with anybody  
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25. Our exams are next week. ………….. start 

studying. 

    a)- Don‟t let                             b)- Let                                

    c)- Doesn‟t let                          d)- Let‟s 

26. She asked the ………… to prepare the medicine. 

    a)- pharmacist                         b)- mechanic                     

    c)- surgeon                               d)- butcher 

27. Property in Homs is ………….. than property in 

Damascus. 

    a)- cheeps                                 b)- cheap                           

    c)- cheapest                              d)- cheaper 

28. The short vowel /æ/ is in the word: 

    a)- part                                      b)- arch                                   

    c)- father                                   d)- flag 

29. The sound of /e/ is in the word:  

    a)- feet                                        b)- evil                              

    c)- beef                                       d)- egg 

30. The word „true‟ has the sound: 

     a)- /u/                                              b)- /e/                                        

     c)- /i:/                                              d)- /u:/    

D- Ask about the underlined words in each 

sentence: (40 marks) 

31. A: ……..……………………………………….? 

      B: It was raining heavily at the seaside. 

32. A: ……….……………………………………..? 

      B: In 1912, the Titanic hit an iceberg and  

          drowned in the Atlantic. 

33. A: ………………….…………………………..? 

      B: The boy delivered the letter to 10 people. 

34. A: ………………….…………………………..? 

      B: No, I don‟t want to go with you next Saturday. 

E- Find the mistake in each sentence: (20 marks) 

35. Mp3 is the form of a recordings. 

       A    B          C                D 

36. Edison‟s mother decided to teach him in home. 

                 A                   B               C            D 

37. Last Monday Susan goes to work by train. 

                                         A         B     C    D 

38. She decided to give a gift to the politer student.   

                               A       B               C            D 

F- Write a (50) word composition about the 

following topic: ( 40 marks) 

Write a paragraph about why some people like to 

try adventure. 

 

Good Luck 

C- Choose the correct answer: (200 marks) 

11. Robert made this T-shirt ………… 

    a)- his                                     b)- himself                    

    c)- ourselves                          d)- her 

12. Be quiet! John ……………. . 

    a)- is sleeping                         b)- slept                            

    c)- sleep                                  d)- sleeps 

13. World peace …………… spread everywhere because 

of all the improvements in all fields of activity. 

    a)- was going to                      b)- be going to        

    c)- won‟t                                 d)- is going to 

14. I lost my keys while I ………… to school. 

    a)- am walking                       b)- was walking                   

    c)- walked                               d)- walk 

15. The woman …………. car was broken is my 

neighbour. 

    a)- whose                                 b)- where                     

    c)- when                                  d)- whom 

16. I didn‟t visit Australia when I was younger. I 

wish I ………. when I was younger. 

    a)- am visiting                         b)- visit                             

    c)- had visited                         d)- visits 

17. The headmaster ………… to talk to you. 

    a)- want                                   b)- is wanting 

    c)- has want                            d)- wants 

18. The doctor advised me to eat …………… apple 

every morning. 

    a)- an                                        b)- the                        

    c)- a                                          d)- on 

19. After the guests …………, I went to bed. 

    a)- leave                                   b)- have left 

    c)- leaves                                  d)- had left 

20. In our garden there is a bird. The nest is 

………… 

    a)- itself                                    b)- it                            

    c)- it‟s                                      d)- its 

21. „Where did you stay?‟ He asked me where I 

……….. 

    a)- have stayed                        b)- am staying                                   

    c)- stayed                                 d)- had stayed 

22. Your friends haven‟t left yet, ………….? 

    a)- have they                            b)- do they 

    c)- don‟t them                          d)- haven‟t they 

23. I was really bored in …………… presentation. 

    a)- than                                     b)- those                 

    c)- these                                    d)- that 

24. The hourglass ……….. from two separate glass 

bulbs. 

    a)- was made                            b)- is making                        

    c)- make                                   d)- makes 
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th

  Grade                                             Exam Sample                             Name:                              

                                                                Final Exam                               Total Mark:400  

 Answer Key                                                ( C )                                      Time:1.30  

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

A-Read the following text and do the tasks below: 

Choose the right answer (a ,b, or c )to complete the following : (50 marks) 

1- a) make it right 2- d) both (b) and (c) 3- b) your best   4- c) grown-ups 5- a) to have a friendly 

relationship with someone                             

 

                                                               

B- Read the following text and do the tasks below: (50 marks) 

6- F 7- T 8- F 9- T 10- F 

         

C- Choose the correct answer: (200 marks) 

11- b)- himself                    12- a)- is sleeping 13- d)- is going to 14- b)- was walking                   15- a)- whose 

16- c)- had visited 17- d)- wants 18- a)- an 19- d)- had left 20- d)- its 

21- d)- had stayed 22- a)- have they 23- d)- that 24- a)- was made 25- d)- Let‟s 

26- a)- pharmacist 27- d)- cheaper 28- d)- flag 29- d)- egg 30- d)- /u:/    

                         

D- Ask about the underlined words in each sentence: (40 marks) 

31- What was the weather like at the seaside? 

32- When did the Titanic hit an iceberg and drown in the Atlantic? 

33- How many people did the boy deliver the letter to? \ Whom did the boy deliver the letter to? 

34- Do you want to go with me next Saturday? 

 

E- Find the mistake in each sentence: (20 marks) 

35- D)- a recordings →  recordings 36- D)- in home → at home 

37- A)- goes → went 38- C)- the politer → the politest 

 

 
F- Write a (50) word composition about the following topic: ( 40 marks) 

   Students‟ own answer. 
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  Grade                                            Exam Sample                   Name:                              
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                                                                       ( D )                             
B- Read the following text and do the tasks below: 

 

When we think about the future, we tend to assume 

that most things will stay the same. We are 

experiencing a technological progress every month 

now. The world is changing and the changes are very 

dramatic. Some recent researches have suggested that 

we need to think about the way we imagine future 

cities, and to focus on some forms of alternative 

energy such as solar power, which leads to 

environmental sustainability. We may want our future 

cities to prioritize environmental renewal. We need to 

prevent environmental degradation and stop the 

expansion of deserts. Future cities can collect water 

and use solar power to irrigate the dry land. 

Imagining these cities helps us understand how we 

want our future lives and tomorrow‟s world to look 

like.  

 

Write true T or false F: (50 marks) 

 

6. We tend to believe that most things will stay the  

     same in the future.   (        ) 

 

7. The changes in our world are very small.   (        ) 

 

8. Solar power will damage the environment.   (        ) 

 

9. We need to stop environmental degradation and let  

     the deserts spread widely.   (        ) 

 

10. Future cities can use solar power to water the dry  

       lands.   (        ) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A-Read the following text and do the tasks below: 

Has anyone ever inspired you to change your life in 

a significant way that made you healthier, happier or 

more fulfiled? If so, then you understand how 

inspiration can create a positive difference in a 

person‟s life. There are many ways to inspire others, 

like showing people you care by questions such as 

“How are you today?” Keeping your promises is 

another way to inspire others. If you volunteer to 

help someone you need to keep your word.  

It is easy to criticise people, but that doesn‟t mean 

it‟s the right thing to do. Think about it: “How did 

you react when your intelligence was once insulted 

or made fun of it by someone?” Whether the 

criticism was justified or not, sure you would get 

upset. No one likes to be criticized. So if you don‟t 

have anything positive to say, don‟t say it at all. 

 

 Choose the right answer (a ,b, or c )to complete 

the following :  

1. ……… can create a positive difference in a  

    person‟s life. 

      a- Solution                         b- Station 

      c- Motivation                     d- Salvation 

2. Keeping your promises when you ………. help  

    without getting paid for it, that‟s important. 

      a- get                                   b- make  

      c- pay                                   d- offer  

3. An example of criticising people is ………..  

    someone‟s intelligence.  

      a- disrespecting                   b- honoring   

      c- making fun of                  d- both (a) and (c) 

4. “important enough to be noticed” means: 

      a- significant                         b- justified 

      c- criticised                           d- inspired  

5. “having an acceptable reason” means:  

      a- significant                         b- justified 

      c- criticised                           d- inspired  
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24. I want to go home, but I don‟t know the way. I 

wish I ………. the way home. 

    a)- known                                b)- knew                         

    c)- know                                   d)- knows 

25. „Can you help me to go there?‟ He asked me if I 

………. help him to go there. 

    a)- have                                    b)- could                               

    c)- can                                      d)- will 

26. Sujeet Desai is………….. Buffalo, New York. 

    a)- on                                         b)- form                          

    c)- an                                         d)- from 

27. She had a problem in the bank, so she asked to 

meet the ……………… 

    a)- manage                                 b)- manager                          

    c)- management                         d)- managing 

28. The diphthongs /ei/ is in the word: 

    a)- fail                                         b)- sheep                        

    c)- bet                                         d)- key 

29. Which word has the sound / Ɔ /: 

    a)- bought                                   b)- fork                                        

    c)- box                                         d)- horn 
30. The sound /ʌ/ is in the word: 

     a)- rag                                              b)- truck                                 

     c)- bird                                             d)- shirt 

D- Ask about the underlined words in each 

sentence: (40 marks) 

31. A: ……..……………………………………….? 

      B: She is a successful person because she knows  

          how to use her time efficiently. 

32. A: ……….……………………………………..? 

      B: Volunteers use mobiles for recording books  

          and laptops to do the montage. 

33. A: ………………….…………………………..? 

      B: Insurance companies get a lot of money from  

          car insurance. 
34. A: ………………….…………………………..? 

      B: Yes, I often visit my relatives on holidays. 

E- Find the mistake in each sentence: (20 marks) 

35. I decided to spent my holidays in Wales next year. 

                         A              B                C            D 

36. They haven‟t left the party yet, did they? 

         A                  B        C               D 

37. A act of violence caused the window to be broken. 

      A                B            C                               D 

38. My sister and her daughter used to live close to we. 

                             A                          B              C       D 

F- Write a (50) word composition about the 

following topic: ( 40 marks) 

Think of a job you would like to have in the future 

and how it will make a difference to your life and 

other‟s lives and write about it. 

 

Good Luck 

C- Choose the correct answer: (200 marks) 

11. Sam walked into a cake shop, after he 

………….. his work. 

    a)- finishes                             b)- had finished 

    c)- is finishing                       d)- has finished 

12. She is so tired. She needs some rest. I think she 

…………. take a week off. 

    a)- will                                    b)- doesn‟t               

    c)- was going to                      d)- is going to 

13. I introduced ……….. to my new neighbour.  

    a)- hers                                   b)- mine                        

    c)- myself                                d)- my 

14. I was walking down the street when it 

………….. to rain. 

    a)- began                                 b)- begins                              

    c)- were beginning                 d)- begin 

15. They live in a beautiful house. It is …………. 

    a)- they                                    b)- our                        

    c)- theirs                                  d)- we 

16. We ………. a garage next to our house. We need 

somewhere to put the car. 

    a)- were building                     b)- are building                             

    c)- built                                    d)- builds 

17. I have told you to pay attention …………… 

times before. 

    a)- much                                   b)- many                   

    c)- a little                                 d)- any 

18. Mr. Smith ………………. a teacher for nine 

years. 

    a)- has been                              b)- is being 

    c)- was being                            d)- have been 

 

19. Today we‟re going to study. …………. your 

books. 

    a)- Open                                    b)- Don‟t open 

    c)- Opened                                d)- Opening 

20. It is important that ………….. issues are addressed 

before autonomous vehicles are allowed on our roads. 

    a)- these                                      b)- this                         

    c)- that                                        d)- they 

21. He has to take pills to control …………… blood 

pressure. 

    a)- mine                                      b)- their                 

    c)- his                                         d)- hers 

22. While I …………. breakfast, someone knocked 

at the door. 

    a)- have                                       b)- has                               

    c)- was having                            d)- had 

23. Nada came forward …………. the shoes were. 

    a)- when                                      b)- who                            

    c)- whose                                     d)- where 
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9
th

  Grade                                             Exam Sample                             Name:                              

                                                                Final Exam                               Total Mark:400  

 Answer Key                                                ( D )                                      Time:1.30  

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

A-Read the following text and do the tasks below: 

Choose the right answer (a ,b, or c )to complete the following : (50 marks) 

1- c) Motivation 2- d) offer 3- d) both (a) and (c) 4- a) significant 5- b) justified 

 

                                                               

B- Read the following text and do the tasks below: (50 marks) 

6- T 7- F 8- F 9- F 10- T 

         

C- Choose the correct answer: (200 marks) 

11- b)- had finished 12- a)- will 13- c)- myself 14- a)- began 15- c)- theirs 

16- b)- are building                             17- b)- many                   18- a)- has been 19- a)- Open 20- a)- these 

21- c)- his 22- c)- was having 23- d)- where 24- b)- knew                         25- b)- could                               

26- d)- from 27- b)- manager                          28- a)- fail 29- c)- box 30- b)- truck                                 

                         

D- Ask about the underlined words in each sentence: (40 marks) 

31- Why is she a successful person? 

32- Who use mobiles for recording books and laptops to do the montage? 

33- Where do insurance companies get a lot of money from? 

34- Do you often visit your relatives on holidays? 

 

E- Find the mistake in each sentence: (20 marks) 

35- A)- to spent →  to spend 36- D)- did → have 

37- A)- A → An 38- D)- we → us 

 

 
F- Write a (50) word composition about the following topic: ( 40 marks) 

   Students‟ own answer. 
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